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“No problem is too small or too trivial if we can really do something
about it.”

Richard P. Feynman
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Kurzfassung

In den letzten Jahren wurden Perowskite, insbesondere 2D- und Quasi-
2D-Perowskite, in Bereichen wie Photovoltaik, Leuchtdioden und La-
sertechnik intensiv erforscht. Diese Arbeit soll einen Einblick in die
grundlegende Photophysik der angeregten Zustände dieser Materia-
lien nach einer Anregung durch Laserlicht geben und als Anlei-
tung zur Interpretation der emittierten Photolumineszenzspektren die-
nen. Zunächst werden reine 2D-Perowskite in der Ruddlesden-Popper-
Phase unter Verwendung von Phenethylamin (PEA) als Spacermole-
kül (PEA2PbI4) und der Dion-Jacobson-Phase unter Verwendung von
1,4-Phenylendimethanamin bei verschiedenen Temperaturen und mit ei-
ner gepulsten und einer Dauerstrich-Laserquelle bei unterschiedlichen
Anregungsintensitäten untersucht. Während bei beiden Materialien die
exzitonische Emission bei allen gemessenen Temperaturen dominiert,
werden für Temperaturen unterhalb von 140 K zusätzliche Peaks in den
Emissionsspektren beobachtet. Im Ruddlesden-Popper-Material werden
bei 5 K zwei Peaks mit einem Energieabstand von 40.3 meV beobachtet,
wobei der Peak mit der höheren Energie den freien Exzitonen und der
mit der niedrigeren Energie den gebundenen Exzitonen (gebunden durch
ein Fehlstelle) zugeschrieben wird. Bei hohen Anregungsintensitäten
dominiert die Emission der gebundenen Exzitonen die Gesamtemission.
Dies ist darauf zurückzuführen, dass die Exziton-Exziton-Annihilierung
die Emission der freien Exzitonen stark unterdrückt, während die Emis-
sion der gebundenen Exzitonen kaum beeinträchtigt wird. Dieser Effekt
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ist im Dion-Jacobson-Perowskit weniger ausgeprägt. In beiden Mate-
rialien kann die Emission von PbI2-Einschlüssen bei niedrigen Tem-
peraturen beobachtet werden. Anschließend werden die Emissionsei-
genschaften verschiedener Quasi-2D-Materialien untersucht. Im Gegen-
satz zu 2D-Perowskiten, deren angeregte Zustände nur aus Exzitonen
bestehen, zeigen Quasi-2D-Perowskite Emission von Exzitonen, frei-
en Ladungsträgern oder sogar von beiden. Durch Analyse der zeitauf-
gelösten Photolumineszenz, der Quanteneffizienz und der anfänglichen
Photonenemissionsdichte kann die Mischung der angeregten Zustände
bestimmt werden. Die Emissionseffizienz von freien Ladungsträgern
nimmt mit der Anregunsintensität zu, während die von Exzitonen ab-
nimmt. Es wird ein einfaches Modell von zwei nicht wechselwirkenden
Populationen von Exzitonen und Ladungsträgern in getrennten Teilvo-
lumina des Films vorgestellt, das alle Beobachtungen in dieser Arbeit
beschreibt. Die Emissionscharakteristiken hängen stark von dem in der
Perowskitlösung verwendeten Spacer-Molekül und dessen Konzentrati-
on ab. Hohe Konzentrationen von Butylamin führen zu 100 % Emis-
sion von Exzitonen, die auf 7 % Exzitonenemission und 93 % freie
Ladungsträgeremission bei Perowskiten mit niedrigen Konzentrationen
von 1-Naphthylmethylamin Spacermolekülen zurückgeht. Schließlich
wird auf der Grundlage dieser Beobachtungen eine Messtechnik einge-
führt, bei der zwei Anregungspulse mit steuerbarer Verzögerung und ein
USB-Spektrometer, das die zeitintegrierten Spektren aufzeichnet, ver-
wendet werden, um die Geschwindigkeitskonstanten sowie den Anteil
der Emission von Exzitonen und freien Ladungsträgern zu ermitteln.
Diese Methode ist wesentlich schneller und kostengünstiger als her-
kömmliche Zeitaufgelöste-Messmethoden der Photolumineszenz. Die
Robustheit und Schnelligkeit dieser Methode ist potenziell sehr inter-
essant für den Einsatz in einer Fertigungslinie für photovoltaische 3D-
Perowskit-Absorberschichten und ebnet so den Weg von der Forschung
zur Anwendung.
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Abstract

In recent years perovskites and in particular, 2D and quasi-2D per-
ovskites have been a highly researched field in areas like photovoltaics,
light-emitting diodes, and lasing. This thesis aims to provide insight
into the fundamental photophysics of the excited states in these mate-
rials after excitation from a laser source as well as act as a guide to
interpreting the emitted photoluminescence spectra. First, purely 2D
perovskites in the Ruddlesden-Popper phase utilizing phenethylamine
(PEA) as a spacer (PEA2PbI4) and in the Dion-Jacobson (DJ) phase
utilizing 1,4-phenylenedimethanamine are investigated at different tem-
peratures and with a pulsed and a continuous wave laser source at var-
ious excitation fluences. While both materials are dominated by exci-
tonic emission at all temperatures measured, additional peaks are ob-
served in the emission spectra at temperatures below 140 K. In the
Ruddlesden-Popper material at 5 K, two peaks with an energy separa-
tion of 40.3 meV are observed with the higher energy peak being as-
cribed to free excitons and the lower one to bound excitons (bound by
a trap site). At high excitation fluences, the emissions from the bound
excitons dominates the total emission. This is based on exciton-exciton
annihilation strongly suppressing the emission from the free excitons
and barely affecting the bound exciton emission. This effect is less pro-
nounced in the Dion-Jacobson perovskite. In both materials emission
from PbI2-inclusions can be observed at low temperatures. Second, the
emission characteristics of different quasi-2D materials are examined.
Unlike in 2D perovskites where excited states only consist of excitons,
quasi-2D perovskites show emission from excitons, free charge carri-
ers, or even both. By analyzing the time-resolved photoluminescence,
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the quantum efficiency and the initial photon emission density the mix-
ture of excited states can be determined. The emission efficiency of
free charge carriers increases with fluence while that for excitons de-
creases. A simple model of two non-interacting populations of excitons
and charge carriers in separate sub-volumes of the film is introduced,
which describes all made observations. The emission characteristics are
highly dependent on the spacer molecule used in the perovskite precur-
sor and on its concentration. High concentrations of butylamine lead
to 100% emission from excitons which goes down to 7% excitons and
93% free carriers for perovskites made with low concentrations of 1-
naphthylmethylamine spacer molecules. Lastly, based on these obser-
vations a measurement technique is introduced whereby two excitation
pulses with a controllable delay and a USB spectrometer are used to
record the time-integrated spectra which allows the extraction of the rate
constants of the material as well as the fraction of excitonic and free
carrier emission. This method is considerably faster and significantly
cheaper than traditional time-resolved measurements. The robustness
and speed of this technique are potentially very interesting for its use in
a fabrication line for 3D-perovskite-based photovoltaic absorber films,
thereby paving the pathway from research to application.
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1
Introduction

The worldwide energy demand is consistently growing not only due to
a rise in the population but also to the economic growth in developing
countries. The global energy demand in the year 2019 was approxi-
mately 170 PWh of which ∼80% were generated from fossil fuels [1].
The need for energy is expected to grow an additional 10% by 2030 [2].
Not only are fossil fuels a finite resource, but they also emit greenhouse
gases which are associated with the rise in global temperature. This
causes great harm to a multitude of ecosystems and is potentially detri-
mental to the living conditions of humanity. In the long run, there is no
alternative to phasing out fossil fuels and replacing them with renewable
energies.

Generating electricity via photovoltaics is one of the most widely used
renewable energy sources, with the first solar cell being produced over
60 years ago [3]. Since solar cells can generate more energy than is
required to produce them and since the lifetime of the sun, which coin-
cides with the lifetime of earth, can be considered endless, these devices
are highly desirable and may become the most important power source
for humanity. By far most of the photovoltaic electricity generation is
done via silicon solar cells. These devices are very efficient but do re-
quire a lot of energy to be produced due to the used method of chemical
vapor deposition. It takes between one and a half and five years for a
solar cell to generate as much energy as was needed to produce the solar
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cell. For the energy transition of the world, this means a huge energy in-
vestment based on fossil fuels is necessary to produce silicon solar cells
or a new technology requiring less energy to be produced needs to be
found.

While silicon solar cells have been considered commercial standard for
decades, three-dimensional organic-inorganic halide perovskites have
gathered lots of attention due to the quick improvements in power
conversion efficiency (PCE) in perovskite-based photovoltaic devices.
From 2009 when CH3NH3PbI3 was used as a sensitizer in a dye-
sensitized solar cell the power conversion efficiency increased from
3.8% [4] to over 25% in less than 15 years [5]. This improvement over
such a short time indicates a remarkable potential for the future of solar
cells. It has been suggested that the levelized cost of electricity from
perovskite solar cells could be up to 20% cheaper than silicon-based so-
lar cells [6]. Despite the high PCE, there are still some major drawbacks
that need to be overcome.

One of the biggest problems with 3D-perovskites is their instability in
regards to moisture [7, 8], heat [9], voltage [10] and ultraviolet light
exposure [11, 12]. While the properties of 3D-perovskites like the high
absorption coefficient, long-range diffusion, and high charge carrier mo-
bility also create interest in research areas like photodetectors [13, 14]
and light-emitting diodes (LEDs) their instability is a big concern re-
garding integration in long-living devices [15, 16]. This challenge still
needs to be overcome; however, vast improvements have been made in
recent years leading to solar cells being stable for over a year by 2D/3D
interface engineering as shown by Grancini et al. [17]. While the effi-
ciency, in this case, was only at 11.2%, solar cells from Jang et al. em-
ploying 2D/3D heterostructures have reached efficiencies of over 22%
for over 1000 h under various conditions already [18]. Lin et al. showed
all-perovskite tandem solar cells reaching 26.4% efficiency, retaining
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90% of that after 600 h of illumination with one sun. The quasi-2D
material hereby mostly acts as a passivation layer rather than absorbing
light itself. For comparison, the efficiency of commercially available
silicon solar cells lies at approximately 18%. These devices lose about
1% of their initial efficiency per year and are therefore much more sta-
ble than perovskites at the moment. Further improvements may lie in
understanding the photophysics of 2D and quasi-2D perovskites.

2D perovskites are much more stable than their 3D relatives but also
have a considerably lower PCE [19–21]. While the research on purely
2D perovskites has as of yet not led to similar improvements as for
the 3D perovskites, research on quasi-2D perovskites forming the in-
between of 2D and 3D lead to a whole new world of potential for these
materials. Layered quasi two-dimensional metal-halide perovskites con-
sist of a variety of differently sized crystals acting as quantum wells.
The sizes of these quantum wells affect their band gap energies [22,23].
This leads to excited states being funneled towards the lowest band gap
material [24].

Xing et al. showed that this funneling can lead to highly efficient blue
color emission from the low band gap material of the film, which im-
proves when the amount of thinner quantum wells can be minimized
[25]. Kong et al. showed that smoothing the funneling pathway can fur-
ther improve the emission efficiency of perovskite light-emitting diodes
(PeLEDs) [26]. These astonishing findings of energy transfer between
differently sized quantum wells led to a myriad of high impact publi-
cations in this field [27–30]. PeLEDs have reached external quantum
efficiencies of over 20% emitting at 780 nm and over 15% at roughly
520 nm. This is quite low compared with commercially available LEDs;
however, the vast possibilities of tuning the emission wavelengths, es-
pecially in the blue region, make PeLEDs highly interesting for future
research.
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A further interesting research field regarding perovskites is lasing. In
3D perovskites, lasing has been observed by Jia et al. but only at low
temperatures of roughly 100 K. Again, quasi-2D perovskites may show
more promise compared to their 3D counterpart. In 2020 Qin et al. were
able to show continuous-wave lasing at room temperature in quasi-2D
perovskite films [31]. They ascribe this emission to exciton recombi-
nation in the quantum wells. In this work, the probability of excitons
being involved in the emission will be discussed. Since the emission
occurs from the low band gap quantum wells, this means that similar
to PeLEDs, perovskite lasing at a multitude of emission wavelengths
might be possible in the near future.

2D and quasi-2D perovskites are furthermore interesting for applica-
tions due to their stability, color purity and high quantum efficiency
[29,32–42]. Despite the drastic improvements over the years the photo-
physics of 2D and quasi-perovskites 2D has not been fully understood
yet. For the successful development of an ideal photovoltaic absorber
material as well as for efficient PeLEDs, the photophysics and excited-
state dynamics have to be analyzed. If the excited states and their re-
combination pathways are known, the potential improvements can be
assessed. To further this understanding, measurement methods, as well
as models describing the observations can be introduced as helpful tools.
Kilifaridis et al. found that the enhancement of the photoluminescence
quantum yield after excitation from a pulsed laser source depends on
the power density of the laser pulse as well as on the repetition rate [43].
This is shown in Figure 1.1. Based on this observation they qualify
widely used models describing the carrier dynamics like the ABC model
and the Shockley-Read-Hall (SRH) model. They conclude that Auger
trapping and recombination in combination with the SRH model best
describe their findings. Due to the low exciton binding energy in the
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used MAPbI3 perovskite, they do not consider excitons in their model-
ing. The dependence on laser power and repetition rate results in curves
not dissimilar to a horse’s mane, which are used to identify the recom-
bination pathways. Earlier work from Stranks et al. considers three
states that describe the time-dependence of the photoluminescence af-
ter pulsed excitation, namely: traps, electrons, and excitons [44]. They
found a strong dependence of the photoluminescence lifetime on the
initial density of excited states which they can resolve with differential
equations for each of the three states. D’Innocenzo et al. found that
the involvement of excitons in the absorption process might be advan-
tageous for solar cells as well as for other optoelectronic devices in 3D
perovskites [45].
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For quasi-2D perovskites, Spitha et al. discovered that both exciton and
free charge carrier characteristics could be found in the emission after
pulsed excitation. While they ascribe the emission solely to excitons
the dissociation into carriers and reformation by carriers is sufficient to
describe their experimental findings [46]. In contrast, Li et al. found
that emission either happens via exciton or free charge carrier recom-
bination depending on the molecules used in the quasi-2D perovskite
films [47]. There is a variety of models describing excited-state dynam-
ics. If the wrong model is applied to assess the material quality, no
reliable predictions about potential improvements and applications can
be made. This work aims to provide insight into the excited states within
these materials with both experimental data and theoretical simulations
and considerations. Fast effects on the picosecond scale like hot car-
rier cooling as described by Hopper et al. are not considered [48]. The
results of this work give insight into the recombination pathways of ex-
cited states in 2D and quasi-2D perovskites and enable the assessment
of which research strategies are advantageous in the respective applica-
tions.

This thesis is organized as follows:

• Chapter 2: A brief introduction of the material and its structure,
as well as the characteristics of the excited states and their dynam-
ics.

• Chapter 3: An introduction to the equipment and methods that
are used to measure the experimental data and the fabrication
steps that are taken to produce the material.

• Chapter 4: Examination of the photoluminescence characteris-
tics of purely 2D perovskites based on temperature and excitation
fluence from different laser sources.
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• Chapter 5: Investigation of the photoluminescence of differ-
ent quasi-2D perovskites based on the concentration of spacer
molecules. A model of the time-dependent excited-state recom-
bination is introduced and discussed.

• Chapter 6: Based on the results of the previous chapter a mea-
surement technique is discussed and shown to pose significant ad-
vantages in the characterization of photoluminescence compared
with more traditional methods.

• Chapter 7: The findings of this work are summarized and an
outlook for the future is presented.



2
Theoretical background

Semiconductors are materials based between metals and insulators.
While metals are always conductive, semiconductors are not conduc-
tive at 0 K due to the separation of the valence band and the conduction
band by the so-called band gap. At higher temperatures, charge carriers
can be excited from the valence band to the conduction band and the
material becomes conductive. For high band gaps, the material does not
become conductive even at high temperatures and is therefore consid-
ered an insulator. There is no clear cutoff between semiconductors and
insulators.

2.1 Excited states

In semiconductor materials, the absorption of photons in a specific en-
ergy range higher than the band gap leads to the creation of excited
states. These states consist of either a bound charge-free electron-hole
pair—so-called exciton—or a free electron and a free hole that can
move independently from each other through the material—so-called
free charge carriers—as depicted in Figure 2.1. The negatively charged
electron and the positively charged hole attract each other via their
coulombic potentials, meaning they are bound by the exciton binding
energy. This energy would need to be overcome for the two carriers to
dissociate. If the temperature of the material is low, excitons are likely
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FIGURE 2.1: Schematic illustration of the differences between excitons
and free charge carriers

to dominate the excited species while higher temperatures rather lead to
free charge carriers being dominant. It is thereby possible to excite ex-
citons with photons whose energy is slightly below the band gap energy.
This is not possible for free charge carriers.

Both the free charge carriers and the excitons can recombine either ra-
diatively or nonradiatively and thereby return to their ground state. The
characteristics of the light emission and its time dependence can be used
to distinguish the two species. In this section, the excited states are in-
troduced and their characteristics in their light emission are explained.

2.1.1 Excitons

The binding energy of excitons depends on how far the involved
charges can spatially separate. Strong coulombic interaction between
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FIGURE 2.2: Schematic illustration of Frenkel and Wannier-Mott exci-
tons

the charges leads to high binding energies and results in those charges
being very close to each other. Such excitons are called Frenkel excitons
and are the typical excited state species in organic semiconductors. In
materials with high dielectric constants as with traditional semiconduc-
tors like silicon, the electric fields of the charges are affected by electric
field screening which reduces the binding energy and allows higher spa-
tial separation. Excitons with low binding energy and a high radius are
called Wannier-Mott excitons. The difference between the two is shown
in Figure 2.2.

A further influence on the exciton formation is the dimensionality of
the material. Quantum confinement can reduce the possibilities for the
electron-hole pair to spatially separate [23,49–51]. This can lead to high
exciton binding energies due to the spatial confinement and the lack of
electric field screening.

Excitons recombine either radiatively or nonradiatively. The recombi-
nation rate is thereby proportional to the current density of excitons and
can be described by:
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FIGURE 2.3: Exciton recombination pathways: a) radiative, b) nonra-
diative and c) exciton-exciton annihilation (EEA)

dnx

dt
= N0 − kx,radnx − kx,nradnx, (2.1)

where nx is the density of excitons with N0 being the initial density. The
rates kx,rad and kx,nrad are the radiative and the nonradiative rates, respec-
tively. This linear dependence on the density is called monomolecular
recombination. For high exciton densities, two excitons can interact in
a way that one exciton recombines while the other is excited to a higher
state. From this state it relaxes back to the prior excited state, therefore
effectively only one exciton recombines, nonradiatively at that. This is a
form of recombination called Auger-recombination or more specifically
exciton-exciton annihilation (Exciton-Exciton Annihilation (EEA)) and
is illustrated in Figure 2.3.

While there are further recombination pathways like biexcitons [52, 53]
and triexcitons [54], the high fluences necessary to observe these phe-
nomenons surpass the fluences used in this work. The exciton density
considering EEA can be described by :

dnx

dt
= N0 − kxnx − γEEA(t)n2

x (2.2)
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FIGURE 2.4: Differences of the time-resolved photoluminescence a)
without exciton-exciton annihilation and b) with exciton-exciton anni-
hilation. The used rates are arbitary and the initial density is increased
by a factor of four for each curve.

where γEEA is the EEA rate and kx is the combined monomolecular re-
combination rate. In 2D, quasi-2D and 3D systems excitons can diffuse
without constraint, and γEEA(t) is not time-dependent. This dependence
of the EEA on the square of the exciton density makes EEA a bimolecu-
lar recombination pathway. The clear influence of EEA on the photolu-
minescence and its lifetime is shown in Figure 2.4. The initial emission
rate in both cases is perfectly linear and is unaffected by EEA. The life-
time without the effect of EEA does not change with the fluence result-
ing in a linear curve on a semi-log scale indicating exponential recombi-
nation. If EEA does affect the recombination, the curve is linear for low
initial densities but greatly reduces as the initial density increases. The
quadratic dependence of the EEA on the density means that curves with
low initial densities are barely affected with the effect quickly becoming
dominant once the initial densities become high enough.
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2.1.2 Free charge carriers

When the exciton binding energies are low and temperatures are high
enough, excitons can dissociate into free charge carriers. In semicon-
ductor materials, excitons and free charge carriers form a temperature-
dependent equilibrium which can be described by the Saha equation
[55, 56]. The Saha-equation for semiconductors depends mainly on the
temperature T , the exciton binding energy Eb, and the excited-state den-
sity N. For 3D semiconductors, the fraction of excited states that consist
of electrons x is given by:

x2

1− x
=

1
N

(
2πµkBT

h2

) 3
2

exp
(
− EB

kBT

)
(2.3)

where µ is the reduced mass, kB is the Boltzmann constant and h is
the Planck constant. This equation shows how the equilibrium shifts
towards free carriers for high temperatures, low excited-state densities,
and low exciton binding energies. While this equation generally holds,
it is difficult to apply in real applications as other effects like trapping in-
crease the complexity of the system. It is therefore, necessary to analyze
the emission spectra as well as the Time-Resolved Photoluminescence
(TRPL) to estimate if the Saha equation is applicable. This is particu-
larly true in the case of perovskite materials, where this poses a chal-
lenging task. The recombination pathways of free carriers are often de-
scribed by a rate constant model involving the rates for monomolecular
recombination due to trapping (k1), bimolecular radiative recombination
(k2), and Auger recombination (k3). This is sometimes also called ABC
model. A schematic of the recombination pathways is shown in Figure
2.5.
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FIGURE 2.5: Free charge carrier recombination pathways: a) radiative
(bimolecular), b) nonradiative Shockley-Read-Hall recombination in-
volving a trap state inside the band gap and c) Auger recombination.
EC is the conduction band and EV is the valence band energy.

The recombination probability of the radiative recombination is depen-
dent on the probability of an electron and a hole meeting which is pro-
portional to the density of electrons timed with the density of holes. In
an intrinsic semiconductor where the density of both charge carriers is
the same, the radiative recombination rate is dependent on the square
of the charge carrier density and is similar to EEA a bimolecular re-
combination pathway. The Shockley-Read-Hall recombination is due to
charge carriers being trapped by states inside the band gap from where
they recombine nonradiatively. The likelihood of a carrier being trapped
is dependent on the trap density—which typically does not depend on
the carrier density—and the carrier density itself resulting in a linear
dependence on the carrier density making it a monomolecular pathway.
The Auger process for carriers involves either two holes and one elec-
tron or two electrons and one hole whereby two carriers of opposite
charge recombine and the energy is transferred to the third carrier. This
is also a nonradiative pathway that typically only becomes noticeable at
high carrier densities. In this thesis, no clear signs of Auger recombina-
tion at the excitation intensities used were observed. The charge carrier
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FIGURE 2.6: Differences of the time-resolved photoluminescence a)
with strong trapping and weak radiative recombination and b) with
strong radiative recombination. The used rates are arbitrary and the
initial density is increased by a factor of four for each curve.

density can be given by:

dnc

dt
= N0 − k1,cnc − k2,cn2

c (2.4)

where k1,c is the monomolecular rate, k2,c is the bimolecular rate and
nc is the charge carrier density. This equation is very similar to the
exciton case, however, the radiative portion is now bimolecular and the
nonradiative portion is monomolecular. Typical TRPL for weak and
strong radiative recombinations are shown in Figure 2.6.

At first glance the TRPL of free carriers and excitons look very simi-
lar, however, the initial radiative rate of free carriers is increasing with
the square of the initial density and not linearly as in the exciton case.
When the radiative recombination pathway becomes dominant, the life-
time starts to decrease. The fast increase in the initial rate and the re-
duction in lifetime lead to a flash of photons with high intensity.
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FIGURE 2.7: A charge carrier can bind to a trap site. From there a
carrier with the opposite charge can bind to the first carrier resulting in
a bound exciton.

2.1.3 Bound excitons

Additionally to the excited states introduced above, there are some states
which are only well observable at low temperatures. One of these
states is bound excitons. For a bound exciton, a charge carrier becomes
trapped by a crystal defect. This carrier then traps a carrier of the op-
posite charge to itself. The result is a trapped exciton that is incapable
of moving through the crystal and bound by a specific energy. This typ-
ically low energy has to be overcome for the exciton to be freed. In
perovskites, room temperature is typically enough for bound excitons
to be freed which is why they are only observable at low temperatures.
Similar to bound excitons, excitons can also be trapped by crystal dis-
order leading to low band gap regions. Excitons bound to such a region
are called localized excitons and are typically bound by smaller energy
compared to bound excitons. The mechanism by which excitons are
bound is depicted in Figure 2.7.
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FIGURE 2.8: a) Crystal structure and b) unit cell of a 3D perovskite
with the monovalent cation A, the divalent cation B, and the halide
anion X

2.2 Perovskite crystal structure

A very interesting group of semiconductors in recent years are called
halide perovskites. They are named after the russian mineralogist Lev
Perovski and originally represented a calcium titanium oxide (CaTiO3)
mineral. Later on, compounds with similar crystal structures were also
called perovskites.

2.2.1 3D perovskites

The general chemical composition of 3D-perovskites is ABX3. Here A
is a monovalent cation that can be organic (e.g. methylammonium or
formamidinium) or inorganic (e.g. cesium or rubidium). B is a divalent
cation (e.g. lead) and X is a halide anion (e.g. bromide or iodide) [57].
The crystal structure is illustrated in Figure 2.8.
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The stability of these materials is described by the Goldschmidt toler-
ance factor t:

t =
RA +RB√
2(RA +RB)

(2.5)

where RA, RB, and RX are the ionic radii of the respective ions. The
perovskite is most stable when the structure reaches cubic symmetry and
t is close to one. Generally, perovskites form for 0.8 < t < 1 [58]. Given
that most studied perovskites use Pb or Sn as the B-site cation and a
halide on the X-site the A-site cation needs to be accordingly large. For
most perovskites methylammonium (MA) [59, 60], formadinium (FA)
[61, 62] or even a mixture of the two are used [63]. Large atoms like Cs
which lead to fully inorganic perovskites can also be used and are the
mainly used A-site cation in this work [64]. First-principle electronic
structure calculations show that the valence band maximum of these
structures consists of an antibonding state between the B-site s-orbitals
and the X-site p-orbitals while the conduction band minimum consists
of a nonbonding state between the B-site p-orbitals and the X-site p-
orbitals [65].

The A-site cation mainly stabilizes the crystal structure. A change in the
crystal structure by substituting A, B, or X with different atoms, chang-
ing the temperature, or applying pressure changes the orbital overlap
and with that the band gap of the material. It is therefore important to
keep phase transitions in these materials in mind. An increase in the
overlap of the B-site s-orbitals and the X-site p-orbitals destabilizes the
valence band raising its energy while the B-site p-orbitals and the X-site
p-orbitals respond less strongly due to their poorer orbital overlap. Lat-
tice contractions, therefore, decrease the band gap while octahedral tilt
increases the band gap [66].

3D perovskites are a promising material for applications like solar cells
due to their high absorption coefficient [67] and large charge carrier
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diffusion length [68, 69]. Furthermore, solar cells have the potential
to become a low-cost alternative to silicon if perovskites reach better
stability [6, 70].

The stability of 3D perovskite structures and devices is influenced by a
multitude of factors like humidity, UV light exposure, and heat. One of
the biggest challenges for devices outside of a lab environment is mois-
ture. Water can hydrate the perovskite and form hydrate phases [71,72].
This process however is reversible and not solely responsible for degra-
dation but only weakens the bonds. Moisture saturation in the perovskite
leads to irreversible changes and therefore degradation [73]. In inor-
ganic perovskites, moisture can lead to an unfavorable phase transition
and also degrade the perovskite [74]. UV light can degrade a perovskite
in combination with oxygen [75] but it is also possible that UV light
introduces defects in the charge transport layers [11,76]. Heating a per-
ovskite above 85 ◦C can lead to its degradation [77] which might be con-
nected to the grain boundaries inside the material [78]. There are plenty
more factors influencing the stability of perovskites and perovskite de-
vices that go beyond the scope of this work. A possible solution to some
of these problems might be low-dimension perovskites.

2.2.2 2D perovskites

2D-perovskites have increased stability compared to their 3D counter-
parts [19, 79]. In 2D perovskites, the A-site cation is replaced by large
spacer molecules separating individual perovskite sheets from each
other. The hydrophobicity of these spacer molecules greatly improves
the stability against moisture [80]. The separation of the atomically
thin perovskite sheets leads to dielectric and quantum confinement. The
quantum confinement leads to an increase in the material band gap [81]
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FIGURE 2.9: a) Ruddlesden-Popper and b) Dion-Jacobson phase 2D-
perovskites illustrated with exemplary spacer molecules phenethy-
lamine (Phenethylamine (PEA)) and 1,4-phenylenedimethanamine
(PDMA)

while the dielectric confinement leads to an increase in the exciton bind-
ing energy [49, 82–84]. Additionally, the strong coulombic interaction
leads to an increase in absorption [85]. There are mainly two types
of 2D-perovskite phases: The Ruddlesden-Popper (RP) phase and the
Dion-Jacobson (DJ) phase. The perovskite layers are either separated by
two large monocationic spacer molecules (RP) or one dicationic spacer
molecule per formula unit (DJ) as shown in Figure 2.9. The chemical
formulas are: A′

2An-1BnX3n+1 (RP) and A′′An-1BnX3n+1 (DJ). Here A′

is the monocationic molecule and A′′ is the dicationic molecule [86].

While the Dion-Jacobson might be advantageous for low band gap ap-
plications, the Ruddlesden-Popper seems to be more stable in ambient
air condition [87]. While the increased stability compared to 3D per-
ovskites makes 2D perovskites interesting, the high band gap makes
them an unfavorable material for devices like solar cells and the low
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photoluminescence quantum yield makes them unfavorable for PeLEDs
[35]. To combine the desirable characteristics of both 2D and 3D per-
ovskites quasi-2D perovskites become interesting.

2.2.3 Quasi-2D perovskites

Quasi-2D perovskites are more stable than 3D perovskites while show-
ing higher photoluminescence quantum yields than 2D perovskites.
They have the structure formula L2(ABX3)n-1BX4, where L is a large or-
ganic cation and n is the number of layers between the spacer molecules.
For quasi-2D perovskites n>1, as displayed in Figure 2.10. Typically
quasi-2D perovskites are not phase-pure, i.e. there is a distribution of
differently sized quantum wells inside the film. The quantum, as well
as the dielectric confinement depends on the thickness of the quantum
well with thicker quantum wells having lower band gap energies as well
as lower exciton binding energies [23, 49]. The high absorption coeffi-
cient of thin quantum wells means for excitations far above the band gap
energy absorption in thin quantum wells should dominate. The excited
species then move towards lower energy band gap material where they
recombine i.e. the excited species funnel towards the thickest quantum
wells [24, 33–35].

This funneling process does not happen in 2D- or 3D-perovskites and
therefore makes quasi-2D perovskites a very interesting research topic.

2.2.4 Perovskite solar cells

In this work, the characteristics and the potential use of different mate-
rials in solar cells are discussed. Perovskite solar cells are p-i-n (n-i-p)
junctions consisting of a hole transport layer (HTL, p-type), an elec-
tron transport layer (ETL, n-type), and a metal halide perovskite as an
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FIGURE 2.10: Differently sized quasi-2D perovskite quantum wells

intrinsic semiconductor. The absorption of light in the perovskite gen-
erates an electron and a hole as introduced in Section 2.1. This can be
either in the form of a bound exciton pair or free charge carriers. A
material gathering much interest for its potential use in perovskite so-
lar cells is methylammonium lead iodide (MAPbI3) due to its low band
gap and exciton binding energy of approximately 1.6 eV and 10 meV,
respectively [88]. This means that this perovskite can absorb almost all
of the sunlight and the created excitons can easily dissociate at room
temperature. The difference in the work functions of the ETL ad the
HTL results in an electric field applied over the perovskite leading to
electrons moving towards the ETL and holes moving towards the HTL.
This mechanism results in a voltage between the electrons attached to
the respective transport layers if the solar cell is exposed to light. This
mechanism is illustrated in Figure 2.11. For the efficient extraction, it
is, therefore, necessary that the excitons can easily dissociate and that
the charge carriers do not recombine before reaching the transport lay-
ers.
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FIGURE 2.11: Illustration of a perovskite solar cell in n-i-p architec-
ture with the electron transport layer (ETL) shown in red and the hole
transport layer (HTL) in blue.

2.2.5 Perovskite light-emitting diodes

Similar to solar cells this work also discusses potential uses of differ-
ent materials for perovskite light-emitting diodes. LEDs are in principle
solar cells where instead of a voltage being generated from absorbed
sunlight, a voltage is applied and the emission of light occurs. Charge
carriers are introduced by the anode and the cathode and travel through
the transport layers. Inside the perovskite, they then have the chance
to recombine radiatively. Since excitons are charge-free quasi-particles
they are not affected by the Coulomb interaction of charged trap sites in
the same manner as free carriers are. The trapping of excitons is thereby
reduced compared to free carriers. The band gap of the perovskite ma-
terial determines the emission wavelength. For the efficient emission of
light, a material with strong exciton binding energy should be chosen to
avoid trapping of free carriers.
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Characterization and Fabrication

3.1 Fabrication

In this work, samples were produced on a glass substrate, cut from mi-
croscope slides. The substrates were cleaned using an ultrasonic bath.
Afterward, the substrates were further cleaned with an oxygen plasma.
Then the substrates were spin-coated with the perovskite solutions and
annealed on a hot plate.

3.1.1 Ultrasonic bath

The ultrasonic bath is a steel basin filled with water. The water trans-
fers the ultrasonic waves coming from high-frequency panel absorbers
on the outside of the basin towards a solution-filled beaker containing
the samples. The beaker is put on a basket inside the basin so there is
no direct contact between the beaker absorbers. A high-frequency gen-
erator is used with frequencies higher than 16 kHz. In the low-pressure
phase, small gas bubbles are created close to the sample. In the high-
pressure phase, the bubbles are compressed. In the next low-pressure
phase, the bubbles expand again and grow. After multiple cycles, the
bubbles grow to a size at which they are not stable any longer and im-
plode. This implosion leads to very high pressure which cleans the sam-
ple and removes persistent contaminations. The glass substrates were
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FIGURE 3.1: Schematic illustration of an ultrasonic cleaner

cleaned with acetone and isopropanol for ten minutes each. An illustra-
tion of an ultrasonic cleaner is presented in Figure 3.1.

3.1.2 Plasma cleaning

An oxygen plasma was used to further clean the substrates which im-
proves the quality of the produced samples. The substrates are put into
a chamber which allows the evacuation of air and the simultaneous flow
of pure oxygen into the chamber. The low pressure eases the genera-
tion of plasma inside. Oxygen is used due to the emission of short wave
UV light capable of breaking most organic molecules. Furthermore,
the plasma-generated oxygen species are highly reactive binding to the
molecule remenants. All substrates were kept in an oxygen plasma for
five minutes. A schematic of plasma cleaning is shown in Figure 3.2.
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FIGURE 3.2: Schematic illustration of a plasma cleaner

3.1.3 Solution preparation

The 2D Ruddlesden-Popper perovskite utilizing phenethylamine (PEA)
as a spacer molecule was prepared by solving PbI2 in a solvent mix-
ture of dimethylformamide (DMF) and dimethylsulfoxid (DMSO) with
the volume ratio DMF/DMSO = 4:1 to reach molarity of 1.2 M. Then
phenethylammonium iodide (PEAI) was added at a molarity of 2.4 M
thereby leading to a structural formula of A′

2BX4 as introduced in Sec-
tion 2.2.2. This recipe was taken from Milić et al. [89]. For the Dion-
Jacobson perovskite utilizing 1,4-phenyl-enedimethanamine (PDMA)
as a spacer PbI2 was dissolved in DMF/DMSO at a ratio of 9:1 at a
molarity of 0.4 M. Then PDMAI2 was added to reach the same molarity
leading to the structural formula A′′BX4 as introduced in Section 2.2.2.
This method was taken from Li et al. [90].

The quasi-2D perovskite samples were prepared from solutions with
different spacer concentrations. 5.3 mg of 12-Crown-4 and 239.1 mg
of CsPbBr3 were dissolved in 1 mL of DMSO and then heated for 20
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minutes at roughly 60 ◦C which leads to molarity of 0.4 M. The spac-
ers used for the quasi-2D perovskites were butylamine (BA) and 1-
naphthylmethylamine (NMA). The spacers were dissolved as BABr or
NMABr in DMSO at a molarity of 2.8 M. The desired amount of spacer
solution was then added to the CsPbBr3 solution. The combined solu-
tion was then shaken at a temperature of 60 ◦C to ensure proper mix-
ing [47].

3.1.4 Spin coating

Spin-coating onto substrates allows for thin and homogenous layers.
The substrate is held by a hole with an applied vacuum in the center of
the spinning disk as displayed in Figure 3.3. Evaporation of the solvent
leads to a smooth solid film on the substrate. The thickness of the layer
d depends on the rotational speed ω set on the device with d ∝

1
ω

. The
spin-coating in this work always took place in a nitrogen atmosphere to
avoid any reaction of oxygen or water with the solutions or the finished
films. The settings for the 2D-perovskites with PEA were 1000 rpm for
10 s with a ramp of 200 rpms−1 and then 4000 rpm for 20 s with a ramp
of 2000 rpms−1 [89]. The 2D-perovskite utilizing PDMA was coated at
5000 rpm for 20 s at a ramp rate of 2000 rpms−1 [90]. For the quasi-2D
perovskites first at 1000 rpm for 20 s then afterward at 4000 rpm for 40 s
both at the same ramp rate of 1000 rpms−1 [47].

3.1.5 Annealing

The annealing of perovskite films after spin-coating improves the ag-
glomeration of nanoparticles and improves the film quality [91]. The
annealing temperature for the PEA 2D-perovskite was 140 ◦C for 10 min
[89]; for the PDMA 2D-perovskite 200 ◦C for 1 min and then 150 ◦C for
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FIGURE 3.3: Schematic illustration of spin-coating

9 min [90]; for the quasi-2D perovskites the temperature was 70 ◦C for
15 min [47].

3.2 Characterization

3.2.1 Laser sources

In this work, the excitation of samples to analyze the photoluminescence
was carried out with either a continuous wave or a pulsed laser source.

Continuous-wave laser emission

A continuous-wave laser emits laser light at constant intensity. Ideally,
it has only a single wavelength. For continuous-wave excitation, a basic
laser diode was used. These diodes are cost-efficient and can be pumped
electrically, omitting the need for an external light source. This makes
them a small and reliable tool for basic sample characterizations. Laser
diodes typically consist of either two or three semiconductor layers (p-
n, or p-i-n-junctions) which are positively doped (p), negatively doped
(n), or undoped (i). The active region of these layers is in the boundary
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layer for a p-n-junction or in the intrinsic layer for a p-i-n-junction. The
output surfaces of the laser diode are polished to achieve partial reflec-
tivity while the surface on the opposing side is polished to achieve high
reflectivity. By injecting electrons in the n-doped region and holes in
the p-doped region recombination of these charge carriers in the active
region takes place leading to the emission of photons. The emitted pho-
tons are then either absorbed, reflected by one of the polished surfaces,
or pass through the partially reflective surface and leave the device.

FIGURE 3.4: Schematic of a laser diode

Typically direct band gap materials are used for laser diodes. The band
gap of the active region determines the wavelength of the laser emis-
sion. This leads to a great variety of laser diode wavelengths. With
high densities of charge carriers in the active region, population inver-
sion takes place whereby the stimulated emission of photons becomes
more likely than the absorption of a said photon. By increasing the ap-
plied current great gains can be generated. The reflective surfaces act as
a Fabry-Pérot-resonator. Due to the device setup and form of the active
region, the output light has an elliptical beam profile which has to be
accounted for by the output optics. Laser diodes have to be tempera-
ture controlled to avoid any drift in the wavelength due to temperature
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changes which cause the interaction of phonons with the charge carriers.
The used lasers were acquired from the company Thorlabs.

Picosecond pulsed laser emission

The source for picosecond pulses in this work came from a compact
laser system from InnoLas, the Innolas picolo-1 MOPA. MOPA stands
for master oscillator power amplifier. The system consists of two am-
plifying stages. The first is a Q-switched neodymium-doped yttrium
vanadate (Nd:YVO4) oscillator which provides laser pulses at a funda-
mental wavelength of 1064 nm. Q-switching is a method whereby the
emission light in the cavity is attenuated so that there is no feedback
into the gain medium. This means stimulated emission is reduced so
that the population inversion resulting from pumping the gain medium
can store a high amount of energy before lasing can occur. Once the
gain medium is saturated, the attenuation is removed and lasing starts to
occur very quickly resulting in a strong pulse with high peak intensity.
The repetition rate in this work was typically at 1 kHz. The second stage
is an amplifier that increases the pulse energy further. A second or third
harmonic crystal can be used to reduce the output wavelength.

Femtosecond pulsed laser emission

In this work, the femtosecond pulsed laser source was a femtosecond
laser from LightConversion called Pharos. Unlike a continuous-wave
laser, the emission of a pulsed laser has a broad frequency bandwidth.
The laser resonator might, depending on the gain medium, support a
multitude of modes simultaneously. These modes vary in frequency by:

∆ν =
c

2L
(3.1)
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FIGURE 3.5: Schematic of a Kerr lens with a hard aperture

where ν is the frequency, c is the speed of light and L is the length of
the resonator. Without any form of mode-locking by which the phases
of the supported modes are in a fixed relationship with each other, no
pulse generation takes place. In ideal conditions, however, the modes
all constructively interfere periodically, thereby creating a short pulse.
The broader that bandwidth is and the more modes are supported, the
shorter a generated pulse can potentially be. This is described by the
Fourier limit also known as energy-time uncertainty. In the pulsed laser
source used in this work, this mode-locking is achieved via a Kerr lens.
The Kerr effect is nonlinear whereby the refractive index of a material
depends on the square of the electrical field applied to it. The working
principle of a Kerr lens is shown in Figure 3.5. A laser beam inside of a
resonator typically shows a gaussian beam profile. The electrical field in
the middle of the beam profile is thereby stronger than further outside. If
such a beam is passing a Kerr crystal, the refractive index of this crystal
changes in a way that the center of the beam experiences a longer beam
path than the outside which causes the beam to focus. This is similar to
a traditional lens made from glass without the Kerr effect. Once a pulse
is created inside the resonator, the self-focusing through the Kerr lens
leads it past an aperture while the non-focused light gets blocked. This
leads to only the pulse being amplified and only the pulse being able
to cause stimulated emission in the gain material, thereby mode-locking
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the longitudinal modes in the resonator. After leaving the oscillator res-
onator, the pulse gets stretched by a transmission grating stretcher be-
fore it enters the amplifier resonator via a pulse picker. The stretched
pulse can be amplified more than an unamplified pulse. In the ampli-
fier, the gain material is present as in the oscillator. In this laser sys-
tem, ytterbium-doped potassium gadolinium tungstate (Yb:KGW) was
used leading to a wavelength of 1026 nm. The pulse passes the optically
pumped gain material multiple times, each time increasing its power.
After the pulse is saturated and leaves the amplifier, it gets compressed
via the same method as the stretching, thereby creating a very powerful
short pulse. The pulse length depends on the compressor settings and
is at roughly 260 fs. Since all investigated semiconductors in this work
have a much higher band gap than could be excited with this laser, the
laser wavelength had to be tuned with an optical parametric amplifier.

Optical parametric amplifier

The used OPA was an Orpheus from LightConversion. In the process of
optical parametric amplification, two input beams with different wave-
lengths and a nonlinear crystal are used to amplify one beam and weaken
the other. The desired wavelength is called signal while the other is
called pump. The pump wavelength should be shorter. In this pro-
cess, both the energy and the momentum are conserved meaning that
additionally to the pump and the signal beam a beam with the energy
difference between pump and signal leaves the crystal, also called the
idler beam. For applications requiring long wavelengths, typically the
idler is used instead of the signal. Since the input pulse in this OPA has
a wavelength of 1026 nm it cannot directly be used as a pump. There-
fore, the laser input passes a second harmonic crystal. In this crystal
second harmonic generation (SHG) takes place, whereby two photons
of lower energy are transformed into one photon with twice the energy.
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FIGURE 3.6: Schematic of the optical parametric amplifier. The input
laser pulse is split into two beams, one passing a second harmonic gen-
eration crystal generating the pump pulse and the other a white-light
generation crystal for the seed pulse. Both then pass an OPA crystal.
Depending on the delay between white-light pulse and the pump pulse,
a specific wavelength in the chirped white-light pulse gets amplified.

The resulting wavelength of 513 nm can then be used to pump the optical
parametric amplification. A small fraction of the input pulse is deviated
and does not pass the SHG crystal, instead, it passes a sapphire crystal
generating white light. In this white-light generation, the narrow band-
width pulse creates a chirped pulse with an extremely broad spectrum.
The white light from a sapphire crystal is negatively chirped meaning
that the front of the pulse consists of shorter wavelengths than the back
of the pulse. This also means that by controlling the delay between the
white-light and the pump pulse a specific wavelength can be amplified.
This setup allows for the use of a wide range of pulsed wavelengths
going from the second harmonic deep into the near-infrared (using the
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idler). Directly at the output of the OPA, a second harmonic crystal sys-
tem called Lyra from LightConversion was used to achieve short wave-
lengths as short as 315 nm as well as to filter the two unwanted beams
(pump and signal or pump and idler). Additionally, the pure second
harmonic or third harmonic of the input laser could be used by using a
different setup involving a system called Hiro from LightConversion.

3.2.2 Cryostat

An Optistat Dry TLEX cryostat from Oxford instruments which uses a
closed-cycle helium process was used. The cryostat utilizes a two-stage
Gifford-McMahon refrigeration system. In this method, a compressor is
used to supply the refrigeration device with a high- and a low-pressure
line. A displacer inside of a cylinder is used to force the gas to either end
of said cylinder. Depending on the applied pressure by the supply lines,
gas either gets compressed creating heat, or expands cooling down. By
synchronously using the displacer in combination with the applied pres-
sures one end of the cylinder is cooled down while the other end is
heated. The displacer can additionally act as a regenerator by retaining
some of the cooling in between cooling cycles. The sample holder was
fitted with a temperature sensor and a heating device so specific temper-
atures in the sample could be achieved. This cooling system allowed us
to reach temperatures as low as 4 K and at a maximum 300 K. The upper
limit is due to potential damages to sensors at higher temperatures.

3.2.3 Spectrometers

For time-integrated spectra, a small spectrometer from Ocean insight
called USB2000+ was used. Streak camera spectra were taken by using
a bigger spectrometer from Princeton Instruments called Acton SP2300.
In these optical spectrometers, light is directed towards a reflective
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FIGURE 3.7: Schematic of the Gifford-McMahon process. From 1) to
2) the displacer moves downwards pushing the gas towards the cold
side while high pressure is applied. From 2) to 3) low pressure is ap-
plied and the gas expands, thereby cooling the cold side. From 3) to 4)
the displacer moves upwards, pushing the gas downwards. From 4) to
1) high pressure is applied to compress the gas and heat the hot side.

diffraction grating. This grating introduces a path difference between
the rays of light depending on the input angle, the output angle, and
the grating spacing. If this path difference is an integer multiple of the
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FIGURE 3.8: Schematic of a diffraction grating optical spectrometer

wavelength, the rays interfere constructively. This wavelength depen-
dence leads to each wavelength experiencing a different output angle for
constructive interference. This splitting of the input beam into beams of
specific wavelengths is then imaged onto a detector.

3.2.4 Streak camera

A streak camera is used to measure time-resolved photoluminescence
spectra. The temporal resolution can vary between microseconds and
picoseconds. For the time-resolved spectra, the photoluminescence light
first passes a spectrometer and is then focused into the streak cam-
era input-slit. The used camera was a C10910-02 from Hamamatsu.
The input light is focused on a photocathode by the input optics where
electrons are emitted based on the photoelectric effect. The amount
of emitted electrons is proportional to the input light intensity. The
emitted electrons are accelerated via an accelerating electrode and lead
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FIGURE 3.9: Schematic illustrating the operation of a streak camera.
The input light coming from a spectrometer is focused on a photocath-
ode where electrons are emitted. These electrons pass a capacitor being
deviated by the applied sawtooth signal. They pass a microchannel
plate (MCP) where secondary electrons are emitted and hit a phosphor
screen which then emits light.

into a capacitor which is supplied with a sweeping voltage applied syn-
chronously with the light pulse repetition rate (triggered by the laser
system). For the correct timing between the light pulse entering the
capacitor and the voltage application, the delay generator DG645 from
Stanford Research was used. The higher the applied voltage, the more
the electrons deviate from their flight pass. In a single sweep unit as
used in this work (M10913-11), a sawtooth signal is applied to the
sweep capacitor meaning that electrons arriving later get deviated by
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the sweep capacitor more than electrons arriving earlier. Behind the ca-
pacitor system, the electrons are met by a microchannel plate (MCP).
An MCP consists of a lead glass plate with many microscopic chan-
nels. Both ends of the plate are metallic with a high voltage applied to
them meant to accelerate electrons. The inside of the microscopic chan-
nels is made from semiconductor material. The MCP is slightly tilted
relative to the electron flight path. If an electron hits the inside of the
channels in the MCP, secondary electrons might be emitted which then
get accelerated by the applied voltage. This can lead to the secondary
electrons hitting the inside of the channel again, thereby emitting further
secondary electrons drastically increasing the number of total electrons
similar to a photomultiplier. Behind the MCP is a phosphor screen that
emits photoluminescence if hit by electrons. This photoluminescence is
then detected by a CCD camera. With the camera used in this work time
windows between a nanosecond and a millisecond could be measured.

3.2.5 Absorption measurement

Measuring the absorption spectra was done by utilizing a fully inte-
grated system by PerkinElmar called LAMBDA 950 UV/Vis/NIR. This
system contains two light sources: a tungsten halogen lamp for the vis-
ible and near-infrared range and a deuterium lamp for the UV region.
The light passes a double monochromator so that only the absorption at
a specific wavelength is measured at a time. A reflective chopper splits
the light into a reference beam and a sample beam to account for po-
tential intensity fluctuations during the measurement. Both the sample
and the reference beam then enter an integrating sphere, although not on
the same path. While the sample beam is aimed at the sample holder,
the reference beam is aimed to not hit the sample directly but instead hit
the inside wall of the integrating sphere first. For the light detection, ei-
ther a photomultiplier tube for wavelengths between 200 nm to 860 nm
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FIGURE 3.10: Schematic illustration of the absorbance measurement
setup

or a InGaAs-detector for wavelengths between 860 nm to 2500 nm is
used. Two measurements are necessary to extract the absorption spec-
tra, one with the sample in the integrating sphere and one without. The
absorbance can then be calculated according to:

A = log10

( I0,s · I0,r

I1,s · I1,r

)
, (3.2)

where A is the absorbance, I is the intensity and the indices s and r stand
for sample beam and reference beam respectively.
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4
Excited State Species in

2D-Perovskites at Cryogenic
Temperatures

In this chapter, the excited state species in 2D-perovskites and their PL
emission are described. Since these perovskites consist of purely one
phase, they are an excellent starting point for the research of emission
from quantum-confined perovskite crystals. It is detailed how the PL-
spectra of 2D lead iodide perovskites depend on the excited-state den-
sity and the temperature. There are two emitting excited-state species
in these perovskites: free excitons (Free Excitons (FE)) and bound exci-
tons (Bound Exciton (BE)). Free excitons dominate the emission spectra
at room temperature at all measured excited-state densities, however, at
cryogenic temperatures and high excited-state densities strong exciton-
exciton annihilation (EEA) suppresses the FE-emission to an extent that
other emissions like BE-emission or emissions from PbI2 inclusions
become dominant. Both the Ruddlesden-Popper (RP) phase utilizing
phenethylamine (PEA) as a spacer (PEA2PbI4, PEPI) and the Dion-
Jacobson (DJ) phase utilizing 1,4-phenylenedimethanamine (PDMA)
were investigated by using both a continuous wave (CW) and a pulsed
laser source. At CW excitation FE-emission dominates at all investi-
gated temperatures. For the PEPI femtosecond pulsed excitation and
temperatures below 100 K lead to dominant BE-emission redshifted
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from the FE emission peak by 40.3 meV. Additionally weak emission
from PbI2 inclusions at higher energies than the FE-emission peak by
170 meV is observed under these conditions. The FE-emission first in-
creases with decreasing temperature between 290 K and 140 K and then
decreases with decreasing temperature which can be explained by an
equilibrium between the FE and BE until BE become stable at low tem-
peratures. The same behavior of a reduction of FE-emission at cryo-
genic temperatures by EEA is also observed for the DJ-perovskite. The
BE-emission, however, is not as pronounced as in the RP-perovskite.
In the DJ-perovskite a broad emission redshifted by 390 meV from the
FE-emission peak was observed at low temperatures under pulsed ex-
citation leading to high excited-state densities. This emission likely
arises from PbI2 inclusions in the material based on the comparison with
temperature-dependent measurements of PbI2 films. Potential avenues
for the improvement of PL-emission at room temperature are discussed
in this chapter.

This chapter is based on my first-author publication "How free exci-
ton–exciton annihilation lets bound exciton emission dominate the pho-
toluminescence of 2D-perovskites under high-fluence pulsed excitation
at cryogenic temperatures" [92] in the Journal of Applied Physics.

4.1 Motivation

Layered 2D metal halide perovskites are gathering interest from vari-
ous fields of research including photovoltaics, photon-detectors, light-
emitting diodes, and spintronic devices [93]. For the development of
application devices the fundamental understanding of charge carrier dy-
namics and recombination pathways in these 2D materials needs to be
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further understood, for example how Rashba splitting [94–98], self-
trapped excitons [99–105] , and layer-edge states [106–108], might in-
fluence the material’s performance. The nature of the excitonic emission
lines in these 2D -perovskites is still under investigation. The phase pure
RP 2D-perovskite utilizing PEA, as a spacer molecule (also known as
PEPI) that is studied is a benchmark 2D perovskite material. Its exci-
tonic PL continues to be investigated in the literature [109]. As of yet,
no consensus has been reached on the PL features; in particular, the sim-
ilarity of the low energy peaks, only visible at cryogenic temperatures,
have been ascribed to phonon replica [110,111], biexcitons [52,53,112]
triexcitons, [54], and bound excitons [113–115], in the various publica-
tions.

As described in Section 2.1.3, bound excitons are excitons trapped by
defects inside a semiconductor. This leads to reduced emission energy
of BE compared to FE. The trapped BE has no kinetic energy, which
leads to a narrow linewidth of the PL-emission in traditional semicon-
ductors as the linewidth is usually limited by the distribution of exciton
kinetic energies. This linewidth is also temperature-independent. In 2D-
perovskites however, the strong exciton-phonon coupling is the domi-
nant effect determining the linewidth leading to broad and temperature-
dependent emission peaks [116]. For high excitation densities, the trap-
ping centers become occupied. This leads to an increase in the ratio of
FE-emission to BE-emission with increasing fluence as the density of
FE increases more than the BE density.

Localized excitons are similar to BE, but unlike excitons being trapped
by a defect, they become localized by static disorder in the crystal lead-
ing to regions of lower energy material compared to the surrounding ma-
terial. Localized excitons typically have higher energy emissions than
BE but lower energy emissions than FE. As the disorder leads to a dis-
tribution of emission energies, the overlap of these emissions leads to
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a Gaussian lineshape; therefore emissions with Gaussian lineshape and
lower energy emission than FE often get attributed to localized exci-
tons [117, 118].

Two excitons can associate to form a quasi-particle from an energeti-
cally stabilized four-particle state which is called a biexciton. The prob-
ability of biexciton formation depends on the probability of two excitons
meeting which is greatly enhanced with increasing excitation fluence.
Biexcitonic emission scales with the square of the excitation fluence. In
biexciton recombination, the emitted PL-emission energy is lower than
the FE-emission energy, and a single exciton remains. This leads to
the exciton emission intensity remaining linear with excitation fluence
at low fluences and in the absence of other effects even in the case that
biexcitons are formed.

Two different 2D perovskite spacers, phenethylamine (PEA) and 1,4-
phenyl-enedimethanamine (PDMA), leading to different crystal phases,
Ruddlesden-Popper (RP) and Dion-Jacobson (DJ), are investigated. To
best compare the different phases, the spacers were chosen for their
strong similarity shown in Figure 4.1.

Both continuous wave (CW) and pulsed excitation are used to record
the temperature-dependent PL. Surprisingly, the PL below 100 K dif-
fers drastically depending on the excitation source, indicating that the
excited-state density in the film influences the processes responsible for
different regions of the PL emission spectrum. Intensity-dependent PL
measurements at low-temperatures are used to show that the high- and
low-energy emission features mainly stem from populations of FE and
BE respectively in the RP material, and FE and PbI2 inclusions in the
DJ material. The differences observed in the PL emission spectra de-
pending on CW or pulsed excitation are attributed to a decrease in the
FE emission efficiency due to exciton-exciton annihilation (EEA) due to
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FIGURE 4.1: a) PDMA and b) PEA used as the ligands for the Dion-
Jacobson phase and the Ruddlesden-Popper phase 2D perovskite re-
spectively. Adapted from [92], with the permission of AIP Publishing.

the higher excited-state density under pulsed excitation. This decrease in
emission efficiency with fluence is not affecting BE and the PbI2 emis-
sion to the same extent. This explains the dominance of FE PL emission
for CW excitation and the dominance of BE or PbI2 emission under
pulsed excitation at low temperatures.

4.2 Temperature dependence of PEPI PL under
CW and pulsed excitation

The temperature-dependence of the PL emission of RP PEPI thin films
under CW and pulsed laser excitation is examined (Figure 4.2). The
power density for the CW excitation is 165 mWcm−2 at 405 nm, and
the pulsed excitation provides an energy density of 48 µJcm−2 per exci-
tation pulse at 430 nm at a repetition rate of 20 kHz and a pulse duration
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FIGURE 4.2: Temperature-dependent PL spectra for PEPI (PEA2PbI4)
for a) CW excitation (165 mWcm−2, 405 nm), and b) pulsed excita-
tion (48 µJcm−2, 430 nm, 260 fs). c) Comparison of emission spectra
showing the effect of PbI2 inclusions, bound excitons (BE), localized
excitons (LE), and free excitons (FE) for CW and pulsed excitation
at 5 K. Temperature-dependent d) peak positions of the BE, LE, and
FE emission under CW excitation with the fit utilizing equation (1), e)
full-width half maximum (FWHM) of the FE peaks with the fit utiliz-
ing equation (2) and f) PL intensity (peak area) for BE, LE, and FE
with an Arrhenius fit. Adapted from [92], with the permission of AIP
Publishing.
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FIGURE 4.3: Spectra at low fluence (20 nJcm−2) before and after high
fluence (9 µJcm−2) at 430 nm and 20 kHz exposure for two minutes at
5 K with the PEPI material. There is no change observable at 2.5 eV.
Adapted from [92], with the permission of AIP Publishing.

of 260 fs. For comparison, this corresponds to a peak power of approxi-
mately 185 MWcm−2. The PL spectra under prolonged illumination at
a given temperature for both CW and pulsed excitation remained invari-
ant, revealing that the samples are stable and do not degenerate during
the measurement process (see Figure 4.3). The perovskite film thick-
ness of the PEPI samples (55±2) nm is determined with a profilometer
and the morphology has an RMS of 2.0 nm (see Figure 4.4). The thick-
ness of the PEPI film is known to affect the energy of the PL emission
peak. Reabsorption of the material in thicker films causes a peak shift of
up to 30 meV towards lower energies compared to the true single-layer
emission [119].

As apparent immediately upon the comparison of Figure 4.2a and b, the
PL at lower temperatures is different depending on the excitation with
CW or pulsed radiation. This difference is inferable from the vast dif-
ference in excited-state densities under the respective conditions. Un-
der CW excitation the excited-state density can be estimated utilizing
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FIGURE 4.4: Exemplary atomic force microscopy image of a PEPI film
used in this work showing a smooth surface. Adapted from [92], with
the permission of AIP Publishing.

the monomolecular lifetime of 704 ps determined below, to be approx-
imately 1.74× 1013 cm−3. The initial excited-state density under the
pulsed excitation on the other hand is 7.2×1018 cm−3.

With the CW excitation displayed in Figure 4.2a, the apparently single
band at approximately 2.34 eV is dominant in the PL at all measured
temperatures. This band is assigned to free exciton (FE) emission and
will be referred to as such from here on for simplicity’s sake. The FE
peak energy position shifts with temperature since the band gap of the
material is temperature-dependent. Two effects are affecting the band
gap: As phonon-coupling decreases with decreasing temperature, the
emission peak moves towards higher energies until the temperature of
140 K is reached. After that the contraction of the lattice dominates the
energy shifting, causing the band gap to decrease with decreasing tem-
perature. This observation agrees with literature reports [120–123], and
is explained in more detail below. Starting at room temperature the in-
tensity of the FE emission increases with temperature until about 120 K,
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with further decreasing temperature the emission intensity starts to de-
crease till around 20 K, and at last, increases again with the temperature
reducing towards 5 K. Later on, this unique dependence on tempera-
ture will be discussed in terms of a shifting equilibrium between FE and
bound excitons, wherein the transition rates from FE to bound and lo-
calized excitons and vice versa depend on the temperature, as do the
nonradiative rates of the free and bound exciton states.

The PL under pulsed excitation demonstrates two distinguished peaks
below 120 K which differs significantly from the observations under CW
excitation. The higher energy emission peak is positioned at similar en-
ergy as the main emission peak assigned to FE under CW excitation.
At low temperatures, however, the lower energy peak starts to dominate
the PL emission (as displayed in Figure 4.2b. The lower energy peak
overlaps with the band attributed to bound excitons under CW excita-
tion, albeit with a slightly narrower linewidth of approximately 20 meV
FWHM compared to 35 meV FWHM in the case of CW excitation, and
a 40 meV redshift from the center of the FE emission peak as compared
to 32 meV in the CW excitation case at 5 K. This lower energy emis-
sion peak is assigned to bound excitons (BE) for both pulsed and CW
excitation based on the lineshape, lifetime, and intensity-dependence in
addition to the similarities to findings in the literature [113, 114]. It
should be noted that similar observations of two distinct peaks can be
made in 3D-perovskites based on the reabsorption of PL emission by
the Urbach tail even though the true emission spectrum only consists
of a single emission peak [124]. This effect is not sufficient to explain
the observed double peak and its reproducibility and reversibility that
arises upon varying the excited-state density in the films described in
this work.

For the analysis of the intensity, peak width, and peak position of each
spectral component in the presented data in Figure 4.2a and b, the PL
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FIGURE 4.5: a) Exemplary three peak fit of the PEPI material at 5 K
under CW excitation (165 mWcm−2, 405 nm) using Voigt profiles to
determine if the lineshape is more Gaussian or Lorentzian and b) Dif-
ference between these two profiles. Adapted from [92], with the per-
mission of AIP Publishing.

spectra are fitted at each temperature with either one Voigt peak at higher
temperatures, and either two (pulsed), or three (CW) Voigt profiles at
lower temperatures. It should be noted that an additional peak between
the FE and BE peaks is necessary for a fit of the spectra under CW
excitation. The lineshape of that additional peak is more Gaussian than
the lower energy BE peak (see Figure 4.5 and Figure 4.6) and also is
suppressed rather than enhanced at high excited-state densities.

It can be speculated that the emission is due to localized excitons in
lower band gap areas of the quantum wells which are affected by the
disorder in the lattice. This would explain the Gaussian lineshape and is
consistent with the presented evidence below, regarding the mechanism
leading to enhanced BE emission at higher excitation densities. How-
ever, no definite assignment to localized excitons can be made solely
based on our observations and further study of this material is neces-
sary in the future. Furthermore, it should be noted that for temperatures
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FIGURE 4.6: Temperature-dependence of the Voigt profile widths in
the PEPI material under CW excitation (165 mWcm−2, 405 nm ) for the
a) bound excitons, b) localized excitons and c) free excitons and under
pulsed excitation (48 µJcm−2, 430 nm) d) bound excitons and e) free
excitons. Adapted from [92], with the permission of AIP Publishing.

above 120 K a single Voigt profile is used to fit the data. At higher tem-
peratures, the measured PL peak becomes asymmetric with the higher
energy side dropping off more quickly than the lower energy side. The
asymmetric peak is shown in Figure 4.7 and can be explained by the
partial reabsorption of the high-energy side of the peak at higher tem-
peratures due to the increased FWHM of the FE emission peak [125].

The peak fitting results are presented in Figure 4.2d for the data mea-
sured with CW excitation and in Figure 4.8 for the data acquired with
pulsed excitation.
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FIGURE 4.7: Asymmetric peak due to reabsorption fitted with a Voigt
profile under pulsed excitation (48 µJcm−2, 430 nm, 260 fs) at 300 K
in the PEPI material. Adapted from [92], with the permission of AIP
Publishing.

As mentioned above, the peak position and thereby the band gap of the
material is temperature-dependent and is affected by the effects of lattice
expansion and electron-phonon coupling. The valence band maximum
and the conduction band minimum energies depend on the overlap of
the metal s- and halide p-orbitals and the overlap of the metal p- and
halide p-orbitals, respectively [126]. Increasing the metal-halide orbital
overlap leads to a strong increase in the valence band energy and a less
strong increase in the conduction band energy. The band gap energy
thereby gets decreased. It follows that lattice expansion due to tempera-
ture increase leads to an increase in the band gap energy. The electron-
phonon coupling on the other hand leads to band gap renormalization
which decreases the band gap energy. Going from low temperatures to
high temperatures the band gap first increases due to lattice expansion
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FIGURE 4.8: Temperature-dependent change of the a) peak energy b)
FWHM and c) PL of the free (FE), bound (BE), and localized (LE) ex-
citons under pulsed excitation (48 µJcm−2, 430 nm, 260 fs) in the PEPI
material. The peaks become difficult to distinguish at some tempera-
tures due to their overlap. Localized excitons especially are well hid-
den until temperature reaches below 140 K where the peak is around
2.33 eV. Above 140 K the peaks cannot be distinguished leading to a
jump in the PL emission and also in the FWHM. Adapted from [92],
with the permission of AIP Publishing.
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and then decreases as electron-phonon coupling becomes more domi-
nant. This interaction can be described with Equation 4.1:

Eg(T ) = E0 +AT ET +AEP

(
2

exp(EPH/(kBT ))−1
+1
)
, (4.1)

where E0 is the unrenormalized bandgap, AT E and AEP are the weights
of the thermal expansion and electron-phonon coupling respectively and
EPH is the average optical phonon energy [120–123]. The FWHM of the
emission peaks is also affected by electron-phonon coupling whereby
increasing temperatures cause increasing peak widths, which is de-
scribed by Equation 4.2:

Γ(T ) = Γ(0)+
γLO

exp(ELO/(kBT ))−1
, (4.2)

where Γ(0) is the inhomogeneous broadening, γLO is the electron-
phonon coupling strength for Fröhlich scattering with the longitude op-
tical phonon and ELO is the energy of the phonon [127].

Based on these equations the peak energies and the FWHM of the peaks
for CW and pulsed excitations can be fit as shown in Figure 4.2 and
Figure 4.8, respectively. The resulting parameters from the peak en-
ergy are presented in Table 4.1. The parameters for the FWHM fit are

TABLE 4.1: Parameters of the peak-position-fit

Excitation E0 (meV) AT E (meVK−1) AEP (meV) EPH (meV)

CW 2404±5 0.18±0.005 69±4 −40±2

Pulsed 2430±20 0.154±0.006 100±10 −53±4

shown in Table 4.2. The parameters for the FWHM agree well with
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those in the literature [127] which are given in the Reference row. The
electron-phonon coupling energies were determined to be 22 meV and
24 meV for CW and pulsed excitation, respectively. It should be noted
that the pulsed excitation measurement leads to higher uncertainties due
to unavoidable fitting imprecisions at temperatures between 100 K to
200 K where the BE and FE peaks are gradually merging. Although the
extracted parameters agree within their uncertainties, some systematic
differences may be included in the pulsed data due to small peak shifts
caused by second-order processes. The parameters extracted from the
CW excitation data can be considered more reliable, and compare well
with those determined by Zhang et al. [127].

TABLE 4.2: Parameters of the FWHM-Fit

Excitation S0 (eV) γLO (eV) ELO(eV )

CW 0.01722±0.00006 0.09±0.01 0.022±0.002

Pulsed 0.017±0.002 0.14±0.04 0.024±0.005

Reference 0.03±0.001 0.07±0.009 0.029±0.002

The emission PL intensity of both FE and BE is temperature-dependent
under CW excitation. The PL of the FE emission increases steadily as
the temperature decreases from 300 K to 120 K, while no BE emission
is observed. It is likely that at these relatively high temperatures the
thermal energy is enough to free the BE which transition to FE. The
equilibrium between the forming of BE from FE and the FE reforming
from BE strongly favor FE at high temperatures. The increase in FE
emission can be explained by a temperature-activated nonradiative re-
combination pathway which has an activation energy of approximately
125 meV from an Arrhenius fit of the data in this region, as shown in
Figure 4.2f. Above 120 K FEs dominate the excited-state population
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and PL emission spectra and suffer from a temperature-activated nonra-
diative rate. The activation energy of the nonradiative pathway is con-
sistent with many vibrational modes of organic molecules. Increasing
molecular vibrations might contribute to the nonradiative activation at
higher temperatures.

As the temperature decreases (120 K to 30 K), the FE emission under
CW excitation begins to decrease, while the BE emission begins to in-
crease with a similar slope to the decrease of the FE emission. This
indicates a shift in the equilibrium between FE and bound and/or local-
ized excitonic states. The thermal energy is not enough for the BE states
to easily transition toward FE states which changes the equilibrium in
favor of the BE states, thereby explaining the decrease in intensity of
the FE emission and the increase in the intensity of the BE emission.
Finally, at temperatures below 30 K the FE emission starts to increase
again, which can be interpreted as being caused by an activation en-
ergy necessary for excitons to become bound. So as the temperature
increases, the probability of an exciton to be bound first increases and
afterward decreases again.

The temperature dependence under CW excitation is now compared to
that under intense pulsed excitation (48 µJcm−2, 430 nm, 260 fs). While
the peak energy position of the FE emission is consistent for both excita-
tion types, the intensity of the FE emission shows significantly different
behavior with temperature. The total FE emission stays relatively con-
stant with the temperature down to ≈160 K, then decreases as the BE
emission begins to dominate below 160 K. The decrease in FE emission
and the following increase in BE emission is consistent with the CW
data. This is due to a decrease in the FE population and an increase in
the BE population as there is no longer sufficient thermal energy for BE
to return to the FE population.
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FIGURE 4.9: Fluence-dependent redshift of the bound exciton peak at
5 K under pulsed excitation in the PEPI material. Adapted from [92],
with the permission of AIP Publishing.

There is a slight difference in the peak position of the BE emission under
pulsed excitation compared to CW. The shift in the BE emission peak
depends on the pulsed excitation fluence (Figure 4.9, and below). The
BE emission peak agrees well with that observed under CW excitation
at lower pulsed excitation fluences.

Furthermore, an emission band is observed at 2.5 eV under pulsed exci-
tation which is not seen under CW excitation. This feature as well as a
broad emission around 2 eV is also visible in a pure PbI2 film (Figure
4.10).In addition to the similarities in the spectra, the same temperature-
dependence (Figure 4.11) and power-dependence (Figure 4.12) of the
2.5 eV peak is observed in the perovskite and the pure PbI2 film.

Based on these findings it can be concluded that the weak emission fea-
tures at high excitation fluences present under pulsed excitation are due
to PbI2 inclusions in the film. The intense excitation however is not
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FIGURE 4.10: Comparison of the RP-perovskite (PEA, PEPI) with
pure PbI2 at 5 K under pulsed excitation (9 µJcm−2, 430 nm). Adapted
from [92], with the permission of AIP Publishing.

responsible for the creation of the PbI2 inclusions as there is no irre-
versible sample change. The spectrum before and after intense excita-
tion is observed to be the same as shown in Figure 4.3.

The broad but weak emission peak that can be seen on the low energy
side under both CW and pulsed excitation is assigned to surface defects
of the PbI2 inclusions [128]. This emission decays quickly with rising
temperatures similar to the perovskite and the pure PbI2 films (Figure
4.13).

Two important questions arise from these observations: Why is the FE
emission relatively constant with the temperature above ≈160 K and
why is the BE emission stronger than the FE emission at low temper-
atures for pulsed excitation? Both questions can be answered by con-
sidering exciton-exciton annihilation (EEA) of the FE population. EEA
reduces the lifetime of the emission significantly at all temperatures un-
der pulsed excitation. The dominant nonradiative recombination path-
way at high temperatures is thereby EEA which is not the case under
CW excitation. The nonradiative rate therefore only minorly affects the
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FIGURE 4.11: Temperature-dependent emission at 2.5 eV normalized
under pulsed excitation at 430 nm for a) PbI2 (9 µJcm−2) and b) RP-
perovskite (PEA, PEPI) (9 µJcm−2) and not normalized c) PbI2 and d)
RP-perovskite (PEA, PEPI). Adapted from [92], with the permission of
AIP Publishing.
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FIGURE 4.12: Fluence-dependent emission at 5 K of the 2.5 eV peak
under pulsed excitation at 430 nm for a PbI2 and an RP-perovskite
(PEA, PEPI) film. Adapted from [92], with the permission of AIP Pub-
lishing.

FIGURE 4.13: Temperature-dependence of the normalized low en-
ergy emission under pulsed excitation at 430 nm in PbI2 (9 µJcm−2),
RP-perovskite (PEA, PEPI) (48 µJcm−2), and DJ-perovskite (PDMA)
(48 µJcm−2). Adapted from [92], with the permission of AIP Publish-
ing.
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emission lifetime and thus its intensity under pulsed excitation. At low
temperatures, the FE emission is suppressed to such an extent that the
BE emission overwhelms the FE emission. To verify that the detailed
mechanism of EEA is indeed the source of the described observations,
time-resolved, as well as intensity-dependent photoluminescence exper-
iments are carried out.

Further insight into this material can be gained by simply varying the
pulse energy from 0.12 µJ/cm2 to 48 µJ/cm2 (430 nm, 260 fs, 20 kHz)
while keeping the temperature constant at 5 K. These data are shown in
Figure 4.14a. The peak emission of the FE exceeds that of the BE for
fluences until 12 µJ/cm2. The time-integrated FE emission, however, is
sublinear; on the contrary, the BE emission stays linear as presented in
Figure 4.14b. This leads to the BE emission intensity exceeding the FE
emission for all fluences above 12 µJ/cm2.

These observations based on excitations with various fluences can be
explained by the low mobility of the BE as they are not able to move.
The BE are significantly less affected by EEA than the FE which makes
them more dominant for high excitation fluences. Furthermore, BE can
be created from initially produced free charge carriers. BE cannot be
exclusively produced by the FE state as this would necessitate that emis-
sion from both states decreases in the same manner. It is therefore likely
that BEs are formed by the free charge carrier state. A free charge car-
rier can be trapped by a defect center and subsequently capture another
charge carrier of the opposite charge thereby creating a BE. This for-
mation of BE can be further increased by EEA in the following man-
ner: After EEA one exciton returns to the ground state while the other
reaches a highly excited, Sn, state that exceeds the energy of band edge
free charge carriers. It may then dissociate into free charge carriers akin
to those formed upon initial high-photon-energy excitation in a similar
way as in organic semiconductors [129]. These free charge carriers can
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FIGURE 4.14: Fluence-dependence of PEPI (PEA2PbI4) under pulsed
excitation (430 nm, 260 fs at 20 kHz) a) of the PL spectra and b) the
peak area of the free exciton (FE) and bound exciton (BE) peaks. c)
Schematic model of the photophysical pathways discussed in this work.
d) Streak camera time-resolved PL transients of the FE emission at var-
ious excitation fluences (435 nm, 100 fs at 80 MHz). e) Maximum in-
stantaneous intensity of the time-resolved PL transient for the FE and
BE emissions. Adapted from [92], with the permission of AIP Publish-
ing.
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form BE again, thereby increasing the probability for BE to be formed
shortly after excitation. The initial emission of BE should thereby in-
crease superlinearly with fluence.

Figure 4.14c illustrates a schematic model to summarize the initial for-
mation of free charge carriers, the formation of both FE and BE from
free charge carriers, the rate of free to BE transition, the temperature-
activated return of a BE to FE, and the fluence-dependent rate of EEA
in the FE population leading at least partially to the recreation of free
carriers. This model is sufficient to explain the key observations of this
work.

To investigate the EEA in this material and how it affects the popula-
tions of FE and BE, the time-resolved PL dynamics are analyzed. A
streak camera and a Ti:Sapphire oscillator based system (100 fs, 435 nm
(second harmonic generated by lithium triborate crystal), 80 MHz) are
used at a temperature of 77 K to allow for measurements with the nec-
essary time resolution for the investigation of the FE dynamics over a
range that also includes low enough pulse energies to monitor popula-
tion decay before EEA becomes the dominant recombination pathway.

Some exemplary streak images at various excitation fluences are pro-
vided in Figure 4.15. By integrating over the wavelength range from
516 nm to 530 nm from these images for each excitation fluence the
time-resolved PL intensity of the FE emission can be determined. These
data are displayed in Figure 4.14d. The FE emission is mostly mono-
exponential at the lowest fluences used here. As the excitation fluence
increases, the decay becomes faster as a short-lived component becomes
dominant. This is a typical sign of EEA taking place.

The population dynamics of the FE state are likely to involve several
transitions forming an equilibrium with multiple other states. For sim-
plicity the FE population can be approximated as described in Section
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FIGURE 4.15: Exemplary streak images taken for the PEPI material at
77 K (435 nm, 100 fs) with a fluence of a) 3.2 nJcm−2 b) 6.5 nJcm−2 c)
13.1 nJcm−2 d) 26.1 nJcm−2 and e) 52.1 nJcm−2. Adapted from [92],
with the permission of AIP Publishing.

2.1.1 by dn/dt =−k1n−k2n2. The analytical solution can then be used
to globally fit the data displayed in Figure 4.14d [38]:

1/N(t) = [1/N(0)+ k2/k1]exp(k1t)− k2/k1, (4.3)

where N is the exciton density and k1 and k2 are the respective mono-
and bimolecular decay rates, and N(0) is the initial exciton den-
sity. The monomolecular recombination rate can be estimated to be
k1=(1.42 ± 0.03)× 109 s−1. For the bimolecular rate, it is assumed
that FE can annihilate with all excited states including the BE so that
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FIGURE 4.16: Fluence-dependent 1/e-times of the PEPI material for
free (FE) and bound excitons (BE) at 77 K (435 nm, 100 fs). Adapted
from [92], with the permission of AIP Publishing.

N(0) can be approximated based on the total density of absorbed pho-
tons (38% in the 55 nm thick film). The resulting bimolecular rate is
k2=(1.4±0.1)×10−6 cm3 s−1, or (2.4±0.2)×10−1 cm2 s−1 depending
on whether volumetric or areal density is considered. The mono- and
bimolecular rates that resulted from recent measurements in PEPI sin-
gle crystals at room temperature were found to be considerably lower at
3.5× 107 s−1 and (3.4± 0.2)× 10−4 cm2 s−1 [130]. The material used
in this work contains significantly smaller crystal areas relative to sin-
gle crystals which leads to considerably higher nonradiative rates such
as defect-related quenching, and increasing bimolecular rates due to the
restriction of diffusion, thereby explaining the much faster rates [131].

For low fluences, the observed lifetimes of FE and BE were found to be
identical as displayed in Figure 4.16. This is a clear indication that the
above-stated conclusion of a formed equilibrium between the excited
states is an important factor in determining the temperature-dependence
of the FE population.
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Even though the BE emission decays more quickly at high excitation
fluences as is shown in Figure 4.17, its total contribution to the emission
increases due to the superlinear increase in the instantaneous emission
rate from the BE state (Figure 4.14e).

FIGURE 4.17: Comparison of the normalized decay of FE and BE
emission of the PEPI material at 77 K (435 nm, 100 fs) with an exci-
tation fluence of a) 13 nJcm−2, b) 19 nJcm−2, c) 104 nJcm−2, and d)
209 nJcm−2. Adapted from [92], with the permission of AIP Publish-
ing.

The acquired data is consistent with the model presented above. BE can
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be formed from free carriers. The increase in the formation rate vis-
ible in the streak data can be explained by an increase in EEA in the
FE population which leads to a superlinear increase in the instantaneous
emission. The BEs show a lower quantum yield which is likely due
to a faster nonradiative recombination pathway. As the EEA in the FE
becomes stronger, the BE are no longer in equilibrium; therefore the
faster decay of the BE population is observable until the equilibrium is
reestablished. It can be concluded that a temperature-dependent equi-
librium between BE and FE and efficient EEA explain the variety of
spectra that are observed from PEPI as a function of temperature and
excited-state density.

4.3 Temperature dependence of PDMA PL under
CW and pulsed excitation

The results for the Ruddelson-Popper PEPI material are now com-
pared to the Dion-Jacobson perovskite utilizing PDMA as the spacer
molecules. The results are presented in Figure 4.18.

At an initial glance, the spectra look very different with the broad emis-
sion around 2 eV with an FWHM of ≈350 meV at temperatures less
than ≈70 K. This emission is just visible in the data from CW excitation
but dominates the emission for the data gathered after pulsed excitation.
As already explained above, this emission likely comes from surface
defects of PbI2 inclusions in the material. Additionally, the excitonic
peak of these inclusions at 2.5 eV is also visible under pulsed excitation
(Figure 4.19).

The emission peaks of the DJ-perovskite spectra can be fitted using three
peaks again. However, they are not as distinguishable as the peaks in the
RP-perovskite. A major difference is that the dominant BE emission is
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FIGURE 4.18: Temperature-dependent PL spectra for (PDMA)PbI4
(Dion-Jacobson) for a) CW excitation (1.65 mWcm−2, 405 nm), and
b) pulsed excitation (48 µJcm−2, 430 nm, 260 fs). c) Comparison of
CW and pulsed excitation at 5 K. Adapted from [92], with the permis-
sion of AIP Publishing.
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FIGURE 4.19: Emission of the DJ-perovskite (PDMA) at 5 K under
pulsed excitation (48 µJcm−2, 430 nm). Adapted from [92], with the
permission of AIP Publishing.

not observed even for the highest fluences used in this work. Further-
more, the FE peak increases monotonically in its intensity with decreas-
ing temperature (Figure 4.19a) in contrast to the more nuanced behav-
ior in the PEPI material. These observations are indicative of fewer BE
states being present in the PDMA-based perovskite film. This causes the
FE emission to be dominant under almost all conditions in this material.

In summary, the FE emission is dominant at room temperature similar to
the PEA-based RP-perovskite. At temperatures below ≈70 K the FE is
affected by EEA reducing the emission. The BE emission does not dom-
inate the spectrum, it seems that the suppressed FE emission efficiency
leads to the broad weak low-energy emission from PbI2 becoming more
dominant.
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4.4 Discussion

The RP material that is analyzed here, PEPI (PEA2PbI4), is a benchmark
2D perovskite that has been scrutinized in the literature. As of yet, no
clear consensus has been reached on the PL features, with similar low
energy peaks being ascribed to biexcitons, triexcitons, BE, and phonon
replica in various reports [22, 52–54, 110–115, 127, 132]. Biexcitons
have been shown to exist, though at lower energies than the peaks that
are observed and discussed here [114]. Two emission peaks in PEPI
under intense pulsed excitation have been observed by Fujisawa et al.
in 2004, where it was noted that the ratio between the low energy peak
intensity and the high energy peak intensity increased with increasing
excitation pulse fluence [52]. Thus they concluded that biexcitons are
responsible for the low-energy emission peak at 2.31 eV and that the
emission at 2.306 eV is due to amplified spontaneous emission from the
biexcitons. A biexciton consists of two excitons that associate to form an
energetically stabilized four-particle system. The formation probability
of a biexciton and hence its emission intensity scales with the square of
the excitation fluence. The higher energy peak at 2.35 eV was attributed
to FE. The ratio between the low-energy peak and the high-energy peak
shifted in favor of the low-energy peak at higher excitation fluences,
although both were observed to depend sublinearly on the excitation
fluence, thereby not following the linear and quadratic dependence on
fluence expected for exciton and biexciton emission, respectively [52].
It was furthermore shown that doping the PEPI material with bismuth
leads to an increase of the relative emission strength of the low-energy
peak [52], which is consistent with the assignment of the low energy
peak to BE.

The two emission peaks of PEPI at low temperatures were also observed
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by Gauthron et al. in 2010 [110]. The peak positions were found at en-
ergies of 2.355 eV and 2.337 eV. It was concluded that the peaks orig-
inated from the same excited state (i.e. due to phonon-replica) as they
observed that the intensities of the peaks scaled with the same power de-
pendence under CW excitation, albeit over a limited range [110]. Fur-
thermore, exciton localization – the trapping of excitons in a disorder
potential – is discussed in their work which is in agreement with our
findings.

The temperature and power dependence of the PEPI emission spectrum
was revisited by Chong et al. in their work considering the challenges
of achieving ASE in 2D perovskites [114]. Three peaks were observed,
two at around 2.35 eV and 2.32 eV and an additional peak only visible
for very high pulse fluences at low energy of 2.27 eV. This low en-
ergy peak was ascribed to biexcitons that are not seen up to the most
intense pulsed excitation used in this chapter. The other peaks corre-
spond to the FE and BE peaks in this work under strong excitation at
low temperatures. The atypical change in the ratio between these two
peaks can be explained by EEA reducing the FE emission for increasing
excitation fluences. It could be considered unintuitive that the BE emis-
sion increases relative to the FE emission as it could be assumed that
the BE sites become saturated at higher fluences. However, EEA is the
more dominant effect overwhelming the contribution of site saturation
reducing the BE emission while simultaneously aiding the formation of
further BE.

4.5 Summary

In this chapter the PL of (PEA)2PbI4 (PEPI, an RP material) and
(PDMA)PbI4 (a DJ material) are studied. The temperature-, fluence-
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and time-dependent photoluminescence spectra are analyzed to gain in-
sight into the excited states in these materials.

The results for the (PEA)2PbI4 perovskite are understood in the follow-
ing framework:

1. An equilibrium between free and bound/localized excitons is es-
tablished. For temperatures above ≈140 K, the bound/localized
excitons can easily dissociate to FE, so the emission is dominated
by the FE. The increasing PL intensity with increasing tempera-
tures from 50 to 140 K support this hypothesis. The rising tem-
perature causes a shift in the equilibrium favoring the FE rather
than the BE population.

2. At temperatures below ≈100 K, the bound/localized exciton pop-
ulation becomes so strong that PL can be observed from these
states.

3. EEA is suppressing the emission from FE at all temperatures un-
der pulsed excitation. At temperatures below ≈100 K the sup-
pression of FE and the simultaneous enhancement of BE via EEA
allows for BE emission to become the dominant emission in the
spectra. Additional weak emissions from PbI2 inclusions become
well observable at these high excitation densities.

The DJ-perovskite, (PDMA)PbI4, is much less affected by BE emission.
FE emission is also suppressed by EEA at high excitation fluences, al-
though not leading to dominant BE emission but rather to an increase in
the relative dominance of emission from PbI2 inclusions.

For an increase in the quantum efficiency in these materials at room
temperature, the effective suppression of nonradiative recombination
pathways is essential. Searching for spacer molecules with reduced vi-
brational degrees of freedom might be a beneficial development route.
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At low temperatures, higher quantum efficiencies could be reached by
understanding and eliminating sites supporting the BE state. PL spec-
troscopy at high fluences is also shown to be very sensitive to even small
fractions of PbI2 inclusions, especially at low temperatures, and could
be used to guide efforts to further optimize the material quality.
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5
Interpreting the Time-Resolved

Photoluminescence of
Quasi-2D Perovskites

Unlike in purely 2D-perovskites in which the exciton binding energy
is high, quasi-2D perovskites do not only contain a single crystal size
but rather a distribution of sizes. The optical excitation of these materi-
als, therefore, leads to excited state populations of excitons, free charge
carriers, or a mixture of both, depending on the type and amount of
2D spacer used. By carefully examining the fluence dependence of the
following parameters after pulsed excitation, the mixture of the excited
states can be determined:

1. Time-resolved photoluminescence (TRPL)

2. Photoluminescence quantum yield (PLQY)

3. Initial rate of photon emission (PL0)

A simple model of non-interacting populations of excitons and charge
carriers in separate sub-volumes of the film is sufficient to describe
the observations made in this chapter. All of the unique features in
the presented data, such as the anomalous peak of the PLQY at inter-
mediate fluences, can be explained by this model. As the bimolecu-
lar free charge carrier emission gains efficiency with higher fluences,
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the exciton-exciton annihilation reduces the exciton emission efficiency.
In perovskite films made from high concentrations of butylamine (BA)
spacers, the excited state population consists of 100% excitons which
go down to approximately 7% excitons, and 93% free carriers for per-
ovskites made with low concentrations of 1-naphthylmethylamine (1-
Naphthylmethylamine (NMA)) spacer molecules. The effective bi-
molecular recombination rate of the free charge carriers and the exciton-
exciton annihilation rate in these types of perovskites are high, often on
the order of 1× 10−9 cm3 s−1. The excited-state populations and their
dynamics as well as their connection to applications and device engi-
neering are discussed.

This chapter is based on my first-author publication "Interpreting the
Time-Resolved Photoluminescence of Quasi-2D Perovskites" [133] in
Advanced Materials Interfaces.

5.1 Motivation

As explained in Section 2.2.3, the quasi-2D perovskites are not phase-
pure and consist of a distribution of different crystal thicknesses in
the film. For the perovskites in this chapter, only spacers forming the
Ruddlesden-Popper phase are investigated. Since 2D and quasi-2D per-
ovskites can be considered quantum wells, a typical quasi-2D perovskite
that is not phase-pure can be regarded as layered multiple-quantum-
wells (MQW). MQW structures are typically more stable than their 3D
counterparts while retaining a high quantum efficiency and color purity
making them interesting for applications in the fields of photovoltaic
and light-emitting applications [29,32–42]. MQW quasi-2D perovskites
based perovskite light-emitting diodes (PeLEDs) have reached external
quantum efficiencies (EQE) of 20% [42] utilizing iodide at emission at
800 nm and over 15% utilizing bromide at emission at 520 nm [41].
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For the successful engineering of devices, it is important to understand
the photophysical properties of MQW structures. As described in Sec-
tion 2.2.3, the thickness of a quantum well directly affects the band gap
energy as well as the exciton binding energy [23, 49, 50, 134, 135]. The
strong coulombic effects between charge carriers in strongly confined
quantum wells increase the absorption coefficient of the free charge
carrier (FC) state [85]. Photoexcitation far above the band gap energy
should therefore lead to strong absorption from small and strongly con-
fined QWs. The funneling leads to a quick transfer of excited states from
thin to thick QWs [24, 33–35]. The emission from quasi-2D perovskite
films can be due to excitons, FC recombination, or indeed a mixture
of both, as will be shown in this chapter. A simple model is proposed
to account for this transition and the mixed nature of the excited-state
population in quasi-2D perovskite films. The excited states are fun-
neled towards the local band gap minima in the film. The thickness of
these local minima determines whether the excited states are excitonic
or FCs. If the thickness of all the minima QWs is below a critical value,
the exciton binding is too strong to allow for exciton dissociation into
FCs and excitons are the dominant emitting species. If all the minima
QWs are thicker than the critical value, the exciton binding energy can
be overcome and FCs are the dominant emitting species. If some min-
ima are below the critical thickness and some are above then the pho-
toluminescence is a mixture of dominant exciton emission from some
subset of QWs and dominant FC emission from another subset of QWs.
A schematic of the proposed photophysical mechanisms is illustrated
in Figure 5.1 and Figure 5.2. All experimental data on the varying
2D spacers and their concentrations collected in this chapter can be de-
scribed consistently and with reasonable accuracy by this simple model
considering only two non-interacting pools of excited states.

The analysis presented here is based on the fluence dependence of three
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FIGURE 5.1: Schematic representation of how the excited states in a
quasi-2D perovskite film responsible for emission can either be exci-
tons, free charge carriers, or a combination of both. Here, f is the frac-
tion of excitonic PL. Reproduced from [133].
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FIGURE 5.2: Schematic illustrating the funneling process of excitons
and free carriers into differently sized quantum wells above and below
a critical thickness and separated by thin quantum wells prohibiting
energy or charge transport between the two pools of radiatively emitting
excited states. Reproduced from [133].

observables after pulsed excitation which are: The photoluminescence
(PL) decay kinetics, the initial rate of emission (PL0), and the pho-
toluminescence quantum efficiency (PLQY). In this chapter, first, the
fluence-dependence of the three mentioned observables is simulated us-
ing rate equations and compared for systems supporting either only ex-
citons or only FCs. Then the gathered experimental data for perovskites
based on either n-butylamine (BA) or 1-naphthylmethylamine (NMA)
spacers with the most distinct differences are analyzed and compared to
the previously described simulations indicating purely excitonic PL and
PL based solely on FCs in the respective sample films. The sample fab-
rication is described in Section 3.1. The perovskites have the formula
CsPbBr3(NMA or BABr)y where y is varied from 0.4 to 1.0. After es-
tablishing the different excited states present in these films the changes
in the time-resolved photoluminescence (TRPL) with changing spacer
concentrations are displayed for the BA-based perovskites. It is shown
that FC recombination begins to play a measurable role alongside the
excitonic emission as the concentration is reduced. The same analysis
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of the NMA-based perovskites shows that the increase in PL0 becomes
increasingly less quadratic for an increase in spacer concentration de-
spite the PL dynamics being dominated by FC emission. This, however,
can not be attributed to an increase in excitonic emission; therefore,
it is likely that in this case, exciton-exciton annihilation (EEA) during
the funneling processes reduces the initial excited-state density in the
band gap minima QWs. At last, the limitations of this and the future
challenges that need to be overcome to understand the TRPL transients
from quasi-2D perovskites are discussed. Additionally, the impact of
this understanding concerning device engineering is investigated.

5.2 Simulation: Excitonic vs. free charge carrier
PL

In this section, the model to describe the photoluminescence in quasi-2D
perovskites is introduced. This model consisting of two non-interacting
pools of excitons and FCs will be used in the following sections to inter-
pret the experimental data. The excited states are funneled into separate
regions in the perovskite film due to the inhomogeneity of the local band
gap minima QWs. An alternative model considering the transition be-
tween excitons and FCs in a more homogenous perovskite film does
not explain the displayed observations. The emission at long times and
therefore at low excited state densities seem to come primarily from ex-
citons. However, as described in Section 2.1.2 low excitation densities
typically result in the dominance of FCs as opposed to excitons. A shift
in the spectrum supporting this transition from excitons to FCs is not
observed. It is not suggested that the simplistic model proposed in this
chapter covers all photophysical processes, however, it is the most sim-
ple model to describe and reproduce all salient features of the gathered
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dataset accurately and as such has utility in beginning the interpretation
of PL dynamics in quasi-2D perovskites.

As already introduced, the absorption in thin QWs is stronger due to the
strong coulombic enhancement of the continuum absorption in these
QWs with high exciton binding energies [85]. The excited states in thin
QWs after the optical excitation likely consist mainly of excitons. These
funnel towards larger quantum wells until they reach a local band gap
minimum. These minima are separated by higher band gap material so
that no transport between the local-minima QWs is possible. If the band
gap minima are below a critical thickness which might depend on the
spacer molecule involved in the perovskite fabrication, the excitons re-
main stable and the emission is based on the recombination of excitons.
If the minima are, however, thicker than the critical thickness the exci-
tons dissociate and the resulting emission dynamics in these QWs will
be dominated by FC recombination. This mechanism is also described
in Figure 5.1.

As introduced in Section 2.1.1, the exciton density can be described as:

dnx

dt
= Gx − kxnx − γEEA(t)n2

x , (5.1)

where kx is the total monomolecular rate constant including radiative
and non-radiative contributions, kx = kx,rad + kx,nrad and γEEA is the rate
constant for bimolecular EEA.

In a quasi-2D perovskite, the excitons can diffuse without constraint,
so that the EEA rate can be considered constant with γEEA = 8πDRcrit ,
related to the exciton’s diffusion coefficient, D, and the radius at which
two excitons interact, Rcrit . For the displayed simulations in Figure 5.3
γEEA =2.5× 10−9 cm3 s−1 is used based on the recent literature [130].
For the monomolecular lifetime a value of kx = 1.25×107 s−1 is chosen
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FIGURE 5.3: Simulations to illustrate the PL kinetics divided by the
initial excited-state density N0 of a) excitons, b) free carriers (FCs), and
c) a 50/50 mixture ( f = 0.5) of exciton and FC PL. Simulations of d)
the PL0 and e) PL efficiency of excitons, FCs, and a 50/50 PL mixture
dependent on excitation fluence. Adapted from [133].

as this lifetime is similar to those typically measured in quasi-2D per-
ovskites based on phenethylamine (PEA) or BA ligands with high 2D
spacer content [130].

In TRPL measurement with a streak camera, the number of photons
arriving in a given time window is collected. This number of photons
after excitation gives the rate of PL photon emission at that time; i.e., the
number of photons emitted divided by the length of the time window
is the rate of photon emission at a given time delay after excitation.
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From Equation 5.1 the time-dependent PL emission of excitons can be
derived:

PLx(t) = kx,radnx(t) = kx

( kx,rad

kx,rad + kx,nrad

)
nx(t)

= kxφ
kx

γEEA(exp(kxt)−1)+ kx
N0

exp(kxt)
,

(5.2)

where φ is the radiative fraction of the total decay. For excitons the emit-
ted PL at a given time is directly proportional to the excited-state density.
As shown in Equation 5.2 the excitons density nx(t) can be derived by
integrating Equation 5.1, where N0 is the initial exciton density. This
initial density in the QW band gap minima cannot be easily accessed.
The volume fraction of the minima QWs cannot be determined without
an advanced setup. Since the excited-states funnel into the QW minima
and since the volume fraction is unknown, the initial density of exci-
tons cannot be known either. The initial density N0 will therefore be
estimated as the average density of excited states created inside the film
as calculated from the excitation fluence, sample absorbance, and film
thickness. The actual density N0 is likely higher than that. This leads
to the extracted bimolecular rates being effective parameters rather than
the physical parameters from the QWs. As N0 is underestimated, the
actual values for γEEA are overestimated. If the real densities inside the
emitting QWs could be determined, then so could the actual values for
γEEA. This is a general challenge to the interpretation of TRPL transients
in these quasi-2D systems due to the funneling process and will be dis-
cussed further below. It needs to be mentioned that with Equation 5.2,
the exciton transport between energy-minima QWs is possible, whereas
in the physical model that is not the case. However, as long as the ini-
tial densities of excitons in the QW-minima are high—which must be
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the case for EEA to be observed—there should not be any differences
observable. Taking the role of finite domain sizes into account would
necessitate additional parameters such as the domain size, which is not
possible to constrain from the current data, therefore a more nuanced
model can only be introduced once additional data can be gathered. In
this first step analysis, the inaccuracy introduced by this equation allow-
ing transport between all QWs supporting excitons needs to be noted
but the analysis will prove the model as presented to be sufficient in
approximating the physical processes.

After the initial excitation and under the assumption that no EEA has
occurred the initial PL0 is:

PLx(0) = kxφN0 (5.3)

It is clear from Equation 5.3 that the initial excitonic PL, PL0 scales
linearly with the initial excited-state density N0 and thereby the excita-
tion fluence assuming no changes in the absorption. This is, however,
only true if EEA in the instrument response time can be neglected. If
there is EEA in the instrument response, the resulting TRPL curve is
the convolution of the instrument response function and the PL dynam-
ics, which effectively causes a decrease in the measured maximum PL
intensity, PL0. In this case, the maximum PL can be approximated as
PLI.R. = PL(tD), the PL after a delay tD, which is roughly half the in-
strument response time.

The third mentioned observable, the PLQY of the excitonic emission is
the number of emitted photons divided by the number of initial excita-
tions. The number of photons is the integral of Equation 5.2:

PLQYx =

∫
∞

0 kx,radnx(t)dt
N0

= φ
−kx

γN0
ln
( kx

kx + γN0

)
(5.4)
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FIGURE 5.4: Exciton PLQY simulated based on Equation 5.4 and ap-
proximation both using the same parameters as Figure 5.3. Reproduced
from [133].

The limits Equation 5.4 poses are when N0 → 0 then PLQYx → φ and
when N0 → ∞ then PLQYx → 0. For small initial densities, the linear
processes are the dominant recombination pathway which means the
PLQY is determined by the relative strength of the radiative rate to the
nonradiative rate, φ . For higher initial densities the nonradiative bi-
molecular EEA becomes the dominant pathway reducing that efficiency.
It should be noted that this agrees with a simplified approximation for
the PLQY using the estimation that the rate of annihilation stays at its
maximum rate throughout the decay. This leads to the simplified equa-
tion PLQY = φ

kx
kx+γN0

which underestimates the actual PLQY due to the
exaggeration of the bimolecular recombination pathway. This simple
approximation and the PLQY calculated via Equation 5.4 are compared
in Figure 5.4.

If instead of excitons the optical excitation leads to FCs, the TRPL, PL0
and the PLQY all have different fluence-dependence. Assuming the in-
vestigated perovskite is an intrinsic semiconductor, i.e. the number of
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generated electrons in the conduction band will be equal to the number
of generated electrons, then the density of electrons in the conduction
band can be described by (see also Section 2.1.2):

dnc

dt
=−k1,cnc − k2,cn2

c , (5.5)

where nc is the electron density, k1,c is the rate of monomolecular non-
radiative loss due to charge-trapping, and k2,c is the bimolecular rate of
electron-hole recombination leading to photon emission. Auger recom-
bination is not considered as the fluence range is below the excitation
densities leading to third-order effects.

The time-dependent photon emission rate for the FCs can be described
by:

PLc(t) = k2,cnc(t)2 = k2,c

(
k1,c

k2,c(exp(k1,ct)−1)+ k1,c
N0

exp(k1,ct)

)
,

(5.6)
where N0 is the initial density of electrons within the band gap minima
QWs that support FCs. Again, similar to the case of excitons, the actual
density inside the band gap minima QWs is unknown and not possible
to be determined without knowledge of the volume fraction making up
the minima QWs. The bimolecular rate k2,c is again an effective rate
that is higher than the actual rate.

The initial PL emission can be easily formulated based on Equation
5.6:

PLc(0) = k2,cN2
0 (5.7)

The initial PL emission, therefore, scales with the square of the initial
FC density and equivalently with the excitation fluence.
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At last, the PLQY from FC emission is described by:

PLQYc =

∫
∞

0 k2,cnc(t)2 dt
N0

=
k2,cN0 + k1,c ln

(
k1,c

k1,c+k2,cN0

)
k2,cN0

(5.8)

The limits of the FC PLQY described in Equation 5.8 are when N0 → 0
then PLQYc → 0 and when N0 → ∞ then PLQYc → 1. This means that
as long as trapping processes are the dominant recombination factor,
the PLQY will be negligible. As the radiative bimolecular recombina-
tion channel becomes stronger, the PLQY increases. If the bimolecular
pathway is dominant and without the presents of third-order processes,
the PLQY will move towards unity. Similar to the case of excitons the
PLQY of FC emission can be approximated by assuming that the bi-
molecular recombination maintains its initial rate throughout the whole
decay. This would result in PLQY =

k2,cN0
k2,cN0+k1,c

which overestimates the
efficiency due to the exaggeration of the role of bimolecular decay. A
comparison of the PLQY as a function of fluence for Equation 5.8 and
the simplification is presented in Equation 5.5.

At last, a mixture of excitonic PL and PL based on FC recombination
coming from noninteracting populations can be expressed by combining
the already established equations. From Equation 5.2 and Equation
5.6 using f as the fraction of the band gap minima QWs that support
excitons:

PL = f PLx +(1− f )PLc (5.9)

From Equation 5.3 and Equation 5.7 it follows consequently:

PL(0) = f PLx(0)+(1− f )PLc(0) (5.10)
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FIGURE 5.5: Free charge carrier PLQY simulated based on Equation
5.8 and approximation both using the same parameters as Figure 5.3.
Reproduced from [133].

And from Equation 5.4 and Equation 5.8:

PLQY = f PLQYx +(1− f )PLQYc (5.11)

The initial excited-state density N0 will be the same for both the exci-
tonic and the FC-based states irrespective of f . Once all states have fun-
neled into the band gap minima, the density will be the same; however,
the comments above about the underestimation of N0 based on the total
film volume still apply. With the now established scaling of the PL dy-
namics, the initial PL at zero-time and the PLQY with the initial excited-
state density for the respective populations of excitons and FC, the dif-
ferent characteristics are compared in Figure 5.3 for some exemplary
parameters. For the exciton decay, no nonradiative monomolecular re-
combination is assumed. The value chosen for the monomolecular rate
constant is 1.25×107 s−1 based on Delport et al. [109]. The rate of EEA
is also chosen by Delport et al. at a value of 2.5× 10−9 cm3 s−1 which
is equivalent to a 100 nm film thickness at the rate of 2.5×10−4 cm2 s−1
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published in their work [109]. For the illustration of the free charge
carrier-based dynamics values close to those acquired below for NMA0.4
are chosen: k1,c = 5× 108 s−1 and k2,c = 5× 10−10 cm3 s−1. For the
simulation, the initial densities of the excited states are varied between
1×1016 cm−3 to 5×1018 cm−3, which for a 100 nm thick film absorb-
ing 30% of the incident photons at a wavelength of 350 nm corresponds
to excitation fluences of approximately 0.2 µJcm−2 to 95 µJcm−2.

In Figure 5.3a, b, and c the TRPL intensity is divided by the initial den-
sity of excited states for the three cases of mainly excitons, free charge
carriers, and a mixture of the two. This corresponds to Equation 5.2,
5.6, and 5.9 divided by N0 in each equation. Dividing the equations
by the initial excited-state density poses an advantage over plotting the
PL by illustrating the clear differences between the excited states and
thereby allowing for the simple distinguishment of the features of exci-
tonic and FC-based emission. If the TRPL curves were normalized to
their respective maximum values, the shortening of the lifetime could be
observed as well; however, the change in the lifetime might look similar
for both excitonic and free charge carrier emission (as illustrated in Fig-
ure 5.6). The two cases look very different if the TRPL is normalized
by the initial excited-state density. For exciton-dominated emission, the
normalized TRPL curves all start from the same point, given that there
is no higher-order decay in the instrument response time of the system.
At low excitation fluences, the curves lie on top of each other as EEA
does not affect the decay kinetics. The PL efficiencies of the curves
acquired under low excitation are the same (Figure 5.3e). In the case
of FC-dominated emission, the TRPL curves normalized by the initial
excited-state densities do not start at the same point. The quadratic scal-
ing of the initial PL with the excited state density leads to the PL curves
starting at higher values which leads to the curves being offset from
each other. The initial emission rate is illustrated in Figure 5.3d and
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FIGURE 5.6: Comparison of simulated normalized PL dynamics in
a) excitons and b) free charge carriers. The rates used in this il-
lustration are chosen to lead to similar PL dynamics and are kx =
1.25× 107 s−1; γEEA = 2.5× 10−10 cm3 s−1; k1 = 0.5× 107 s−1; k2 =
0.25×10−10 cm3 s−1. Reproduced from [133].

e alongside the PLQY of each of the two cases. The initial PL (PL0)
shows different power-law slopes over the excitation fluence on a log-
log scale. While the slope for excitons is one, the slope of the initial
PL for free charge carriers is two. The PLQY of the FC emission in-
creases monotonically with excitation fluence while the exciton PLQY
decreases monotonically. Now that the differences between excitonic
and FC emissions have been examined and can easily be distinguished,
the more complex case of two pools of excited states supporting both
excitons and FCs in different subvolumes of the film is considered. The
case of an even split between excitons and FCs so at f = 0.5, where the
TRPL intensity divided by N0 is shown in Figure 5.3c. The initial PL
increases with increasing excitation fluences; however, the curves do not
spread to the same extent as for pure FC emission. Interestingly, there is
a very distinct region shortly after the excitation where the TRPL curves
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cross, with the curves corresponding to higher excitation fluences mov-
ing from above to below curves of lower excitation fluences as time
progresses. This behavior is not observed for purely excitonic emission.
It can be observed for FC emission at high excitation fluences, however
not nearly as dominant as in the experimental data analyzed below. The
slope of the initial PL on a log-log scale with the excitation fluence is
below two for lower fluences and moves towards two for higher fluences
as displayed in Figure 5.3d. This is indicative of the low fluence PL be-
ing dominant due to the linear dependence on the excited state density.
For higher excitation fluences, the PL becomes dominated by FC re-
combination. This change in the dominant excited state recombination
for PL emission is even more pronounced in the PLQY which does not
exhibit a monotonic trend on the fluence as illustrated in Figure 5.3e.
Here, the PLQY first decreases due to EEA affecting the dominant exci-
ton recombination efficiency. As the fluence increases, the bimolecular
recombination of FCs becomes the dominant emission species and the
PLQY starts to increase again. It is equally possible with different rate
constants that the PLQY would first increase due to the efficiency in-
crease in the FC emission and subsequently a drop due to EEA reducing
the emission efficiency of excitons.

5.3 Experimental observations of exciton- and
FC-dominated PL

The amplified spontaneous emission (ASE) thresholds of quasi-2D per-
ovskites as a function of 2D spacer and content were examined in collab-
oration with Li et al. [47]. The thresholds found for materials that exhib-
ited an exciton-like emission in the analysis of PL0 were considerably
higher than those found in materials with more FC-based recombination
characteristics. In this chapter the same series of quasi-2D materials
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made from varying fractions of BA or NMA 2D-spacers is examined
again to analyze the photophysics in more detail and to gain an under-
standing of the excited-states present in the film and how their recom-
bination pathways affect the TRPL. The two samples which show the
most analogous characteristics to pure excitonic emission and pure FC-
based emission are considered in Figure 5.7; these are the perovskite
with y = 0.4 NMA spacer (NMA0.4) and the perovskite with y = 1.0
BA spacer (BA1.0) respectively. In Figure 5.7a the TRPL dynamics
for BA1.0 divided by the initial excited-state density are presented. It is
assumed that the initial excited-state density is proportional to the ex-
citation fluence. The data is additionally divided by the maximum PL
of the lowest fluence which leads to the initial point of the lowest flu-
ence TRPL being one. This helps the clarity of the presentation. For all
further datasets, the same method will be used to aid the comparisons.
The data is presented on a log-log scale therefore the maximum PL is
assigned to a time above zero, namely 1.1 ns so that the full dynamics
can be displayed. This will be done for all further BA-based perovskite
samples. Fluences ranging from 0.5 µJcm−2 to 11 µJcm−2 lead to an
increasingly faster PL decay with fluence. For fluences above 5 µJcm−2

additionally to the faster decay, the initial points of the TRPL start to
drop relative to lower fluences as well. This effect is further illustrated
in Figure 5.7c, where the initial PL0 starts to scale sublinearly rather
than linearly with fluence. This deviation from the simulation shown in
Figure 5.6 is simply a result of the finite instrument response of the used
streak camera setup (At the time range used the instrument response is
approximately 1 ns) since EEA occurs within the instrument response
time. The measured PL is made up of the real decay kinetics convoluted
with the instrument response. This leads to EEA effectively lowering
the measured signal at high fluences which results in the sublinear scal-
ing of PL0. The opposite behavior is to be expected for FC involvement
in the emission, as the initial points at higher fluences will always be
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FIGURE 5.7: Time-resolved PL dynamics divided by the initial excited-
state density for the a) BA1.0 perovskite and b) NMA0.4 perovskite at
different fluences and fitted with Equation 5.2 and Equation 5.9 di-
vided by N0 respectively. c) PLI.R. (I.R. stands for the instrument re-
sponse) fitted with Equation 5.2 and Equation 5.9 and d) PL efficiency
of the NMA0.4 and the BA1.0 perovskites fitted with Equation 5.4 and
Equation 5.11 respectively utilizing the same parameters as in a) and
b). Reproduced from [133].
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above the initial points of lower fluence TRPL curves. As introduced
above, the PL values are interpreted as the PL shortly after zero-time.
The zero-time is assumed to be roughly half the instrument response
(0.68 ns) before the maximum PL signal at 1.1 ns for our model. So
instead of using Equation 5.3 to model PL0 which is only possible for
very short instrument response times relative to the decay lifetimes, the
modeled emission rate at the delay time corresponding to the PL maxi-
mum in the measured data is used. Taking the finite instrument response
into account rather than using PL0, an "effective" version of PL0 is used,
which is labeled as PLI.R. for the sake of clarity. As shown in Figure
5.7a and c accounting for the instrument response allows for a good
estimation of the TRPL dynamics and the slope of PLI.R.. Looking at
Figure 5.7d, the monotonic decrease of the PLQY with increasing ex-
citation fluences can be observed for BA1.0. These observations are all
in complete accordance with the expectations based on the simulations
of the excitonic decay. The data are fitted with Equation 5.2 (normal-
ized by N0). In Figure 5.7a it is demonstrated how the model which
only considers excitons fits the data very well over almost two orders
of magnitude. The rate constants extracted from the fitting are: kx =
2.7×107 s−1 and γEEA = 6×10−9 cm3 s−1. As discussed above, the rate
constant for EEA is considered to be an effective rate. The real rate of
EEA should be lower as the exciton density inside the emitting QWs is
higher. However, the encounter and annihilation rates remain the same
since they result from the product of the density with the rate constant;
i.e. the effective rate is higher while the uniformly distributed density
is lower and the real rate is lower while the real density inside the QWs
is higher. Additionally to the TRPL data, both the PL efficiency and
the PL0 are well reproduced with the same parameters as displayed in
Figure 5.7d.
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Now, turning toward the data for the NMA0.4 perovskite shown in Fig-
ure 5.7b, a clear increase in PL0 divided by N0 can be observed as the
excitation fluence increases. Since the TRPL of the NMA perovskites is
much shorter lived, the maximum of the PL was chosen to be at 0.1 ns
for all the NMA data to ease the visualization on a log-log scale. As
demonstrated in Figure 5.7c, the slope of PL0 is almost exactly two,
indicating that the recombination of FCs dominates the PL at early
times. The monotonically increasing efficiency with increasing exci-
tation fluence shown in Figure 5.7d further confirms this assessment of
FC-dominated PL. The PL characteristics of the NMA0.4-perovskite are
in stark contrast to the BA1.0-perovskite sample which shows that the
dominant excited-state species strongly depends on the material.

To fit the long tail in the TRPL data of the NMA0.4-perovskite, it is nec-
essary to include a small contribution from excitonic PL in Figure 5.7b.
As mentioned above the NMA sample exhibits a shorter PL lifetime,
therefore the axis of the two samples are different. It is therefore es-
timated that the long-lived component in the mainly FC-dominated dy-
namics of the NMA-based perovskite is due to excitons that remain after
the FCs have decayed. The dynamics of the NMA0.4-based perovskite
are therefore modeled utilizing Equation 5.9. This results in a fraction
of 93% of FCs and 7% of excitons. In this estimation for simplicity’s
sake, no nonradiative monomolecular exciton decay is assumed. The
exciton emission is thereby overestimated. The extracted rate constants
for the FC decay are k1 = 7.4× 108 s−1 and k2 =4.7× 10−10 cm3 s−1.
Again, k2 is an effective rate constant with the real one being likely
considerably lower since the true N0 is much higher in the emitting
QWs. While the real density cannot be easily assessed, the recombi-
nation rate, i.e. the product of density and rate constant, can be accu-
rately determined. The trapping rate, k1, of the FCs is very fast with a
lifetime of only 1.35 ns, which is consistent with the fast TRPL decay
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at low excitation fluences. Efficient FC emission occurs when N0 >
k1
k2

=
1.6×1018 cm−3, which is a very high density. These results are consis-
tent with the increasing efficiency of the PL even at these considerably
high excitation densities illustrated in Figure 5.7d wherein the extracted
parameters from the TRPL data fit the PLQY as a function of excita-
tion fluence well. The extracted rates for the small fraction of excitonic
emission are kx =6× 107 s−1 which is about twice as high as for the
BA-based perovskite, although still in reasonable agreement. The EEA
could not be a reasonable fit due to its low influence on the decay dy-
namics due to the low fraction of excitons. The rate constant γEEA was,
therefore, constraint to be zero for this case. The extracted parameters
are all summarized in Table 5.1.

To summarize, in this section the clear differences in the PL emission of
the BA1.0- and the NMA0.4-perovskites are analyzed with the PL char-
acteristics of the former being due to the recombination of excitons and
the emission behavior of the latter mainly being attributed to FC recom-
bination. The differences in the PL emission depending on the spacer
material have a large impact on the understanding and engineering of
perovskite-based devices. Despite both materials being quasi-2D per-
ovskites, they must be considered completely different in regards to the
excited-state dynamics and their use in device engineering.

5.4 Alteration of the excited-state population with
BA concentration

In the previous section, it was established that the dominant excited-
state species and therefore the PL dynamics in quasi-2D perovskites are
strongly dependent on the nature of the used 2D spacer. In this section,
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the influence of the spacer concentration in the perovskite precursor on
the excited-state species is examined.

The PL dynamics dependent on the concentration of the BA spacer
molecules in the perovskite film are displayed in Figure 5.8a. For high
contents of BA (BA1.0, BA0.8) the initial points of the TRPL data nor-
malized by the initial excited-state density N0 stay the same or decrease
with increasing excitation fluence, which, as explained above, is due to
EEA in the instrument response time. This PL behavior is a clear sign
that the excited-state population is dominated by excitons. For lower
concentrations of BA spacer molecules (BA0.6, BA0.4) the initial points
of the TRPL curves normalized by N0 increase with increasing excita-
tion fluence, which indicates the involvement of FC emission in these
materials. Additionally, the curves corresponding to different excitation
fluences illustrated in Figure 5.8a show a pronounced crossing behav-
ior with the higher excitation fluence curves starting above and ending
below lower fluence curves. TRPL curves based purely on excitonic
emission do not cross at all, while pure FC emission shows much more
subtle crossing behavior at very high excitation fluences. Thus, the ob-
servation of crossing TRPL curves is evidence that as the BA content
is decreased and therefore the emitting QWs grow larger on average,
the excited state population responsible for the PL characteristics shifts
from exciton-dominated towards a mixture of excitons and FCs. This is
direct evidence that the nature of the excited-state populations in quasi-
2D perovskites not only depends on the chosen spacer molecule but also
on its concentration in the perovskite precursor and therefore the amount
present in the film.

The PL dynamics of the BA1.0-perovskite have been modeled in the
previous section. Now, the dynamics of all other BA-perovskites with
different spacer concentrations are fitted with a model considering both
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FIGURE 5.8: a) PL divided by the initial excited-state density of sam-
ples with different BA-spacer concentrations fitted with Equation 5.9
and below, b) PL efficiencies and c) PLI.R. shortly after PL0 of the same
samples using Equation 5.9 and 5.11 with the same parameters as in a)
Adapted from [133].
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excitons and FCs as presented in Equation 5.9. The extracted param-
eters are summarized in Table 5.1. The fraction of excitonic emission
gradually decreases from 77% to 52%, and then 42% as the spacer con-
centration changes from BA0.8 to BA0.6 and BA0.4, respectively. An-
other trend observed in the BA series is that the effective rate constants
of the bimolecular recombination, i.e. γEEA and k2, both decrease as
the BA concentration is decreased. This behavior can be explained as
follows: At high concentrations of BA, there is a large fraction of small
QWs in the film. This leads to only a small fraction of the initial excited
states being funneled towards the small volume fraction of larger QWs
from where the emission occurs. It follows that the excited-state densi-
ties within the energy minima QWs are significantly underestimated by
taking the average excited-state density across the whole film and conse-
quently the effective bimolecular rates are also significantly higher than
the real microscopic rates inside the QWs. On the other hand, when the
BA concentration is low, only a small volume fraction of the perovskite
film is made up by small QWs and the emission comes from a greater
volume fraction of larger QWs. The averaged N0 over the whole film,
therefore, does not underestimate the actual densities in the QWs to the
same extent and the observed effective bimolecular rate constants may
be much closer to the real rates. An additional effect is that the small
emitting QWs for high concentrations of BA experience stronger con-
finement, which causes a small blueshift in the emission spectrum as
illustrated in Figure 5.9. This does contribute to the higher bimolecular
rate constants; however, the N0 increase is assumed to be the dominant
effect. Further work is necessary in the future to check this hypothesis.
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FIGURE 5.9: Normalized PL spectra of the different perovskites using
BA and NMA. All spectra were taken at the highest excitation fluences
used in this chapter. Adapted from [133].

5.5 Effect of NMA concentration on photophysics

In a similar analysis to the previous section, the change in the TRPL
dynamics based on the amount of NMA in the perovskite is examined.
The data is displayed in Figure 5.10a. On first inspection, the obser-
vations seem exactly analogous to the BA series shown in Figure 5.8.
For increasing concentrations of NMA, the initial points of the TRPL
data normalized by the initial excited-state density become less spread
out. The initial points for high concentrations do not increase as much
with fluences as for lower concentrations. This observation could sug-
gest that similar to the BA-perovskites, an increasing amount of excitons
contribute to the PL emission. This, however, necessitates an increased
contribution of the longer-lived exciton emission. By comparing the
TRPL-curves of the NMA0.4- and the NMA1.0-based perovskites, it is
immediately clear that the longer-lived emission does not increase with
the concentration of NMA. On the contrary, the long-lived signal of
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FIGURE 5.10: a) PL divided by the initial excited-state density of sam-
ples with different NMA-spacer concentrations and below b) PL effi-
ciencies of the same samples and c) PLI.R. shortly after PL0 of the same
samples using Equation 5.9 and 5.11 with the same parameters as in
a). The initial densities for y=0.8 and y=1.0 are corrected as described
in the text. Adapted from [133].
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NMA1.0 seems to decay even faster than for NMA0.4 despite the ini-
tial points decreasing much less with increasing excitation fluence. This
means that the NMA-series cannot be simply fitted using Equation 5.9.
Only the two perovskites with NMA0.4 and NMA0.6 can be fit accu-
rately by Equation 5.9, resulting in an exciton fraction of 7% and 22%,
respectively. Trying to fit the NMA0.8- and NMA1.0-perovskites with
an increasing PL contribution from excitonic emission to account for
the decreasing slope of PL0 leads to a significant overestimation of the
longer-lived PL resulting in an inadequate fit of the data.

This poses the question of how it is possible for the initial emission, PL0,
to not depend on the square of the excitation fluence as is the case for FC
emission despite excitonic emission not playing a significant role in the
PL data. A possible answer to this observation relates to the increasingly
fast effective rate constants for bimolecular processes described for the
BA-series in the previous section. The larger volume fraction of smaller
QWs in the perovskite film for higher concentrations of BA leads to
higher excited-state densities in the sparser energy-minima QWs due
to the strong funneling of excitons. It follows that an initial exciton
will take more time to funnel into one of these sparser emitting energy-
minima QWs. This increases the chance of EEA during the funneling
process. In that case, the initial excited-state density in the emitting
QWs would not scale linearly with the excitation fluence as EEA during
the funneling would increasingly affect N0. This effect could also affect
the BA series and might contribute to the explanation of why the PL0
slope for BA1.0 is lower than one and those for the higher concentrations
of NMA are much lower than two.

The feasibility of this explanation is demonstrated by comparing the
excited-state population derived from the maximum PL, of the NMA0.8-
and NMA1.0-perovskites with the initial excited-state density derived
from the excitation fluence, which is revealed in Figure 5.11. To es-
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FIGURE 5.11: Initial densities derived from the maximum PL of the
NMA0.8- and NMA1.0-perovskites, presuming mainly bimolecular ra-
diative emission with a) parabolic and b) cubic fit to account for losses
during the excited-state funneling process. Adapted from [133].

timate the initial excited-state density from the maximum PL, purely
bimolecular radiative recombination is assumed. The density N0,D is
then simply proportional to the square root of the PL, N0,D ∝

√
PLmax.

Taking EEA during the funneling process into account the initial density
can be described by:

N0,D = A×N0 −B×N2
0 +D, (5.12)

where A, B, and D are constants. The constant D accounts for exci-
ton contributions at low fluences. Another potential loss mechanism is
Auger recombination involving three free charge carriers. This can be
described by:

N0,D = A×N0 −C×N3
0 +D, (5.13)

where A, C, and D are constants. Fits based on these equations are
shown in Figure 5.11a and b, respectively. Both equations lead to good
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FIGURE 5.12: Initial densities derived from the maximum PL of the
NMA0.8- and NMA1.0-perovskites presuming mainly bimolecular ra-
diative emission with a) parabolic and b) cubic fit to account for losses
during the excited-state funneling process. Adapted from [133].

fits of the observed losses. The high absorption coefficient in combina-
tion with the high exciton binding energy of low-dimensional QWs, as
described in this chapter, means that the initial excited states are likely
dominated by excitons. FCs only become relevant once the excited
states have reached the energy-minima QWs. Therefore, the loss mech-
anism due to EEA during the funneling process is much more proba-
ble. The extracted constants from the fits in Figure 5.11 are: A0.8 =
7.3×10−18; A1.0 = 8.6×10−18; B0.8 = 7.4×10−38; B1.0 = 67×10−38;
D0.8 = 0.52; D1.0 = 0.62.

In some of these materials, ASE can be observed for much higher flu-
ences than the ones used in this chapter. No ASE features like spectral
narrowing are observable in the spectra taken at the highest fluences in
this chapter, as can be seen in Figure 5.12. Transparency cannot explain
these observations, therefore it is likely that the FC-based PL is domi-
nant for all NMA-perovskites and the decrease of the PL0-slope can be
attributed to the increasingly strong EEA during the funneling process
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towards the band gap-minima QWs where the emission occurs. For the
fits of the NMA0.8- and NMA1.0-perovskites in Figure 5.10 the initial
densities N0 are corrected using the fits from Figure 5.11. For the lowest
fluence the derived and calculated initial densities are assumed to be the
same. The extracted parameters show a small spread in the trapping rate
k1,c which is on the order of the inverse of a couple of nanoseconds for
the NMA-based perovskites as is displayed in Table 5.1. This fast trap-
ping is consistent with the increasing PL efficiency even at the highest
fluences used in this chapter as shown in Figure 5.10b. Similar to the
BA-series there is a considerable increase in the bimolecular rate con-
stant from 5×10−10 cm3 s−1 to 50×10−10 cm3 s−1 going from NMA0.4
to NMA1.0. Again, this is attributed to the decrease in the emitting vol-
ume fraction at higher concentrations. Assuming that the microscopic
bimolecular rate constants stay the same, this result would indicate that
the emitting volume fraction decreases by an order of magnitude as the
concentration of NMA increases.

5.6 Discussion

The results of the analysis in the previous sections suggest that the PL
characteristics in quasi-2D perovskites based on the BA-spacer are more
likely to be dominated by excitonic emission, with FCs only playing a
role for low concentrations of BA. FCs seem to dominate the emission
for the quasi-2D perovskites made using NMA at all used concentra-
tions. This would suggest that the emitting QWs of the NMA films
should be slightly larger and therefore exhibit a lower band gap (due
to less confinement). As can be seen in Figure 5.9 and Figure 5.12,
the emission from NMA-based perovskites is lower in energy at all used
concentrations than the emission from the BA-based perovskites. This is
consistent with the emission in NMA-perovskites occurring from larger
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TABLE 5.1: Extracted parameters of the fits demonstrated in Figure
5.8, 5.9 and 5.11. *constraint to allow for sensible fits

Quasi-2D
Perovskite

f (%)
kx

×107

(s−1)

γEEA

×10−10

(cm3 s−1)

k1,c
×107

(s−1)

k2,c
×10−10

(cm3 s−1)

NMA0.4 7±3 6±3 0* 74±2 4.7±0.2

NMA0.6
22±

1
27±2 2.4±0.3 36±2

13.0±
0.4

NMA0.8 0* - - 141±4 31±2

NMA1.0 0* - - 86±2 50±1

BA0.4
42±

1
2.6±
0.2

0.75±
0.05

4.9±0.7 3.7±0.2

BA0.6
52±

2
3.9±
0.2

1.7±0.1 7±1 8.4±0.5

BA0.8
77±

2
4.7±
0.2

4.8±0.2 6±4 19±2

BA1.0 100*
2.7±
0.1

60±1 - -

QWs. The redshift observed for the BA-series with decreasing concen-
tration is also in line with the increasing PL contribution from larger
band gap-minima QWs and the associated emission of FC recombina-
tion.

As mentioned in the respective sections, the effective rate constants of
the bimolecular recombination processes in these quasi-2D perovskites
increase with the increase of the spacer molecule concentration. The
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microscopic rates inside the emitting QWs increase due to stronger con-
finement as the average QW size may decrease for higher spacer con-
centrations. However, some fraction of the change in the rates is likely
due to the smaller emitting volume fraction in the film. For higher con-
centrations, there are fewer band gap-minima QWs, meaning that ex-
cited states funneled into these sparse QWs lead to very high densities.
These are considerably higher than the estimation of N0 resulting from
averaging the excited-state densities over the whole film. This estima-
tion becomes increasingly erroneous as the volume fraction of emitting
QWs decreases. For lower concentrations of the spacer molecules, the
excited state densities are also underestimated; however, the estimation
will be much closer in this case. The comparison of the effective rates is
of merit and can be used to gain insight into the material. A better under-
standing of the exact mechanisms inside the emitting volume fractions
after photoexcitation would be of great interest for the development of a
more detailed model describing the photophysics. From the current ex-
perimental work, it is not obvious how this information could be gained.
Further material and method development in this area are necessary in
the future.

As for the device understanding, the following salient points have been
established: The excited-state species in a quasi-2D perovskite needs
to be considered carefully. The results of this chapter suggest that as-
suming excitons will always dominate in these materials is incorrect.
Depending on the spacer molecule and its concentration, the excited-
state population can vary between excitons, free charge carriers, or even
a mixture of the two.

Quasi-2D perovskites utilizing the BA spacer have been shown to ex-
hibit high external quantum efficiencies of 10.1% in PeLEDs [136].
Even small concentrations of BA lead to smoother surfaces and increase
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the radiative resulting in higher EQEs [137]. The increase of the mo-
lar ration of BA in a MAPbBr3 perovskite has been demonstrated to
enormously improve the quantum yield from 0.2% at y=0 up to 40.1%
at y=0.4 with faster radiative than nonradiative recombination even at
low current densities [138]. Based on the results in this chapter, the
excited state population at these concentrations is likely made up of
both excitons and FCs. The higher contribution of excitons could in-
crease the efficiency by reducing the trapping [139]. An increase in
the BA concentration has, however, also been shown to increase shunt
paths [137]. Smoothing the energy transfer between the differently sized
QWs and thereby improving the funneling process has been demon-
strated to greatly increase the EQE up to 20.5% for 0.3<y<0.4 [26].
Increasing the fraction of excitons in the excited-state population while
avoiding shunt losses and losses during the funneling process could lead
to highly efficient PeLEDs for low current densities.

In photovoltaic applications the separation of charges is necessary,
therefore the NMA-based perovskites would be favorable. In recent
work quasi-2D perovskites utilizing NMA as a spacer molecule have
been used as an absorber material, albeit at very low concentrations lead-
ing to large QWs and using an organic cation and iodide. The introduc-
tion of NMA in the film leads to an increase in the thermal stability of
the perovskite [140]. For solar cells with this material the open-circuit
voltage also increases which leads to a higher power conversion effi-
ciency [141]. It has also been suggested that the conjugated structure of
NMA improves the charge transfer between the perovskite layers [142].
NMA is suggested to decrease the trapping in perovskites [140], how-
ever, based on the results in this chapter the increase of the concentration
beyond y=0.6 is not suggested. An increase in the NMA concentration
while avoiding the fast trapping might lead to highly efficient and stable
solar cells.
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5.7 Summary

In this chapter has been demonstrated that the time-resolved PL charac-
teristics of quasi-2D materials are significantly different depending on
the used 2D-spacer molecule (BA or NMA) and the concentration of the
given spacer. It is not possible to describe the TRPL dynamics using a
model considering only excitons or only free charge carriers. A simple
model is proposed that consistently explains all the data of this chapter
and involves two independent pools of excited states, an FC pool, and an
exciton pool. This model is sufficient to describe the TRPL-dynamics,
the initial PL rate (PL0) and the PLQY. At high concentrations of NMA
in the film, this model has to be slightly augmented to allow for high-
order population losses before the emission occurs.

For perovskites based on BA the monomolecular exciton recombina-
tion constants extracted range from 2.6×107s−1 to 4.7×107cm3 s−1.
For changes in the molar ratio between y=0.4 and y=1.0, the rates are
essentially unaffected. The effective rate constants for EEA, however,
continuously increase from 0.75×10−10cm3 s−1 to 60×10−10cm3 s−1

with the BA concentration. The effective rate is calculated by assum-
ing that the initial excited state density is uniform across the entire per-
ovskite film. A large part of the change in the effective rates is ascribed
to a decrease in the validity of this assumption as the BA concentra-
tion increases. While the changes in the diffusion rate or exciton radius
might also contribute to that, this effect is likely to be less dominant.
The amount of emitting QWs making up only a small volume fraction
of the film, unfortunately, cannot easily be ascertained, therefore the
true rates of EEA inside the QWs cannot be determined. This open
question regarding the real rates requires further experimental consid-
eration and novel approaches to provide the necessary data for more
detailed answers. For low BA contents, FCs significantly contribute to
the PL emission. The FC population has been observed to be much
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shorter-lived than the exciton population which is consistent with the
observations for the NMA-based perovskites. The effective bimolec-
ular rates for the FC recombination vary from 3.7×10−10cm3 s−1 to
19×10−10which is higher than the typically observed values for 3D-
perovskites [143]. These rates do also increase with the spacer concen-
tration which again is consistent with the explanation given for the EEA
rates.

For the NMA-based perovskites, the effective bimolecular rates range
between 4.7×10−10cm3 s−1 and 50×10−10cm3 s−1, increasing with
the NMA concentration. This is contributed to the same mechanism
as with the BA-perovskites. The fast trapping on the order of 10−9s−1

leads to efficiencies increasing even at high excitation fluences as radia-
tive recombination becomes more dominant. The absence of long-lived
PL at high NMA concentrations in combination with a power-law slope
below two for the initial PL (PL0) makes it very likely that a higher-
order loss mechanism during the funneling process occurs rather than
an increase in the excitonic PL. The TRPL can be reasonably fitted by
only considering FCs, meaning that excitonic PL only plays a minor role
for NMA-based quasi-2D perovskites.

To summarize, it has been shown that the TRPL of quasi-2D perovskites
is not trivial and can be due to excitons, free charge carriers, or a mixture
of the two, depending on the used spacer molecule and its concentration.
It has been demonstrated that a simple model considering two indepen-
dent pools of excitons and free carriers can explain all made observa-
tions. Further insight into the photophysics of the emitting QWs and the
funneling process are interesting topics for research and potential device
improvements in the future.
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6
Excited State Dynamics Revealed

by Time-Integrated
Photoluminescence after
Double-Pulse Excitation

The decay kinetics of excited states like free charge carriers or excitons
can be described by the rate constants of a perovskite material. These
constants are typically determined by recording the time-dependent pho-
toluminescence on the nanosecond scale with highly specialized detec-
tors. In this chapter a method is applied that allows for the extraction of
the rate constants with the use of two excitation pulses with a variable
delay between them and an inexpensive detector recording the quasi-
steady state photoluminescence. The rate constants for exciton-exciton
annihilation, monomolecular exciton decay, bimolecular free charge
carrier recombination, and monomolecular trapping of free charge car-
riers can be extracted based on how the time-integrated photolumines-
cence varies as a function of the delay time between the two excitation
pulses. The method is demonstrated on a variety of perovskites start-
ing with quasi-2D perovskites as they are known to exhibit excited-state
populations that can be exciton dominated, free charge carrier domi-
nated, or a mixture of the two. The unique curves resulting from the
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method allowed for accurately extracted parameters in all cases. Addi-
tionally, the method is demonstrated with a 3D perovskite showing the
potential for its use in a wide field of applications. The detector used
in this method does not need high temporal resolution, which opens the
path to the spatial mapping of excited-state dynamics using standard
cameras which would be attractive for quality control of photovoltaic
layers.

This chapter is based on my first-author manuscript that has been ac-
cepted for publication in Advanced Materials Technologies but has as of
the submission of this work not yet been published. The manuscript is
titled "Charge carrier and exciton dynamics in perovskites revealed by
time-integrated photoluminescence after double-pulse excitation".

6.1 Motivation

This chapter expands on the ideas and results from Chapter 5. In quasi-
2D perovskites both excitons, free charge carriers or a mixture of the two
can make up the excited-state population. The excited-state species has
been found to depend on the spacer molecule and its concentration in the
perovskite film. With a simple two-pool model of independent excitons
and free charge carriers, the TRPL characteristics can be modeled. The
nature of the excited-state population and the rate constants of these
states are fundamental in understanding the materials used for device
fabrication. This is of special relevance for quasi-2D perovskites as both
excitons and free carriers can be supported; however, the quality of a
3D-perovskite film can also be assessed from the extracted free carrier
rate constants. A widely used method to extract the rate constants is by
observing the time-resolved photoluminescence (TRPL). Unfortunately,
this method relies on expensive and sensitive hardware, e.g. a streak
camera or a time-correlated single photon counting setup. Furthermore,
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measurements usually take hours, meaning they are not suitable for in-
line characterization in a device fabrication line.

In this chapter will be demonstrated that the excited-state dynamics
of perovskites can be determined via the measurement of the time-
integrated photoluminescence (TIPL) after the impulsive excitation
from two short optical pulses whose intensities are controlled, as is the
delay time between them. Similar approaches have been used in past
publications for the analysis of photogenerated carriers [144], as well
as in the study of graphene layers on femto- and picosecond timescales
[145,146] and in the investigation of emission for nanowire lasing [147].
A simple USB spectrometer is used to detect the TIPL. The excitation
pulses can be generated from a couple of Q-switched lasers with a delay
generator set between them. The setup is illustrated in Figure 6.1.
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The TIPL varies depending on the delay between the two pulse trains.
This change in the total emission depends on the dominant emissive
excited-state species. For materials dominated by excitons, the TIPL
decreases as the delay time is decreased, due to an increased amount
of exciton-exciton annihilation (EEA) and the resulting lower photolu-
minescence quantum yield (PLQY). Measuring the PLQY is not trivial
and requires an integrating sphere. Instead, the change in the PL emis-
sion and therefore the change in the PLQY is measured. If the material
supports free charge carriers rather than excitons, the TIPL increases
for a smaller delay between the pulse trains. This is due to the increase
in the radiative bimolecular recombination for the higher excited-state
densities which become more dominant relative to the monomolecu-
lar trapping and therefore lead to more PL emission. It will be shown
in this chapter that the rate constants for exciton-exciton annihilation,
monomolecular exciton decay, bimolecular free charge carrier recom-
bination, and monomolecular trapping of free charge carriers can be
extracted from an analysis of the change in the PLQY after excitation
with the double-pulse sequence relative to excitation with a single pulse
as a function of the time delay between the pulses. Finally, the huge
potential advantages that this method allows, i.e. fast extraction of the
rate constants over a whole surface by "imaging" with robust detectors
in a fabrication line, are discussed.

The following sections describe how the rate constants of different per-
ovskite materials can be extracted utilizing a sequence of intensity-
controlled double pulse excitations with different delay times in between
them and measuring the TIPL. First, the model presented in the pre-
vious chapter is expanded to simulate the TIPL for excitons and free
charge carriers respectively depending on the delay time between the
pulses. Then the distinct features in the relative PLQY are examined
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and a method to extract the relevant rate constants is demonstrated. Af-
terward, the method is applied to real data as a test case on quasi-2D
perovskite films where the excited state population can be varied by ad-
justing the spacer molecule and its concentration. First, only a pure
exciton and a pure free carrier population are compared, then a mixture
of the two is analyzed. Finally, the same method is also applied to a
3D-perovskite to show the validity for potential photovoltaic applica-
tions. In all cases, the model allows for the extraction of the relevant
rate constants.

6.2 Simulation

6.2.1 Excitonic Photoluminescence

Similar as in the previous chapter the simulation starts with the equation
introduced in Section 2.1.1:

dnx

dt
=−kxnx − γEEA(t)n2

x , (6.1)

nx is the exciton density, kx is the total monomolecular rate constant
including radiative and non-radiative contributions, kx = kx,rad + kx,nrad
and γEEA is the rate constant for the nonradiative exciton-exciton an-
nihilation. The diffusion of excitons in 2D, quasi-2D, and 3D per-
ovskites is not constraint meaning the EEA rate can be considered time-
independent. It is clear from this equation that EEA plays a minor role
for low densities of excitons, resulting in most excitons recombining via
the monomolecular rate. For higher densities EEA becomes the dom-
inant recombination pathway due to its nonlinear dependence. Since
EEA is a nonradiative pathway, the efficiency of emission decreases as
the excitation fluence increases. This is further described in the previ-
ous chapter (Section 5.2) and illustrated in Figure 5.4. A double-pulse
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experiment implies that the PL emission for short temporal delays be-
tween the pulse trains where the exciton densities reach higher values
will be lower than for the emission at longer delays. For the quantita-
tive analysis of the PL emission depending on the temporal delay, the
relative PLQY is introduced. This value describes the TIPL divided by
twice the TIPL for a single pulse train if both pulse trains contain the
same excitation fluence. For pulse trains with different excitation flu-
ences, another approach is also possible by dividing the TIPL with the
PL emission at a sufficiently large delay where the excited states have
decayed completely before the next excitation pulse arrives.

This principle is illustrated in Figure 6.2a where the PL emission inten-
sity over time for both a single and a double-pulse excitation at a short
temporal delay is shown. The TIPL observed in the experiments is di-
rectly proportional to the area under these curves. The relative PLQY is
determined by simply dividing the measured TIPL under double-pulse
excitation by twice the TIPL that is recorded when one excitation laser
is blocked. Of course, for long delay times, the relative PLQY val-
ues have to move towards unity. For short temporal delays, however,
it drops below unity as the excited state density of the first pulse has
not decayed yet when the delayed second pulse arrives. This leads to
a higher maximum exciton density relative to a single pulse excitation
and increases the amount of nonradiative decay due to EEA. The overall
emission thereby is lower than two single pulse excitations. In Figure
6.2b it is demonstrated how the curve of the relative PLQY depends on
the initial exciton density generated by the excitation pulses N0. For
this simulation, the rate constants are based on the experimental results
below and are: kx = 30×107 s−1; γEEA = 1×10−10 cm3 s−1.

The equations for the derivation of the relative PLQY quickly become
bloated. They are presented in this work for the interested reader who
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FIGURE 6.2: a) Simulation of the time-dependent exciton PL of a sin-
gle and a double-pulse excitation wherein both pulses generate the same
initial density (N0 = 5×1017 cm−3). For a “short” delay tD (1 ns, bot-
tom) the residual exciton population from the first pulse pushes the total
exciton population after the second pulse to higher values and thus de-
creases the PLQY relative to the PLQY of a single pulse (top) due to
increased exciton-exciton annihilation. b) the relative PLQY can be de-
fined as the number of photons observed per total excitation photons in
the double-pulse normalized to the number of PL photons per excitation
photon for a single pulse only. At long time delays, the relative PLQY
approaches the limit of unity. For additional information, the curves
are shown for changing pulse fluence (the exciton density created by a
single pulse is carried from 1017 to 1.6×1018 cm−3).
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might use or adapt them for their modeling and can be skipped for read-
ers more interested in the results. For the derivation of the relative PLQY
the analytical solution for the time-dependent PL can be found from
Equation 6.1:

(6.2)

PLx,1(t) ∝ kx,rad)nx(t)

= kx

(
kx,rad

kx,rad + kx,nrad

)
nx(t)

= kxφ
kx

γEEA(exp(kxt)− 1) + kx
N0

exp(kxt)
,

where N0 is the initial exciton density and φ is the PLQY without any
EEA. As in Chapter 5, the initial density is averaged over the whole
film volume. The quantum yield of the PL emission can then simply be
derived from Equation 6.2:

(6.3)PLQYx,1 =

∫
∞

0 kx,radnx(t)dt
N0

= φ
kx

γEEAN0
ln
(

kx + γEEAN0

kx

)
.

Considering two excitation pulses with a temporal delay of tD between
them, the excited states of the first pulse will have decayed partially
when the second pulse gets absorbed. The initial excited states of the
second pulse will therefore be slightly higher than for the first pulse.
The initial density N1 of the second pulse can be calculated from the
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time-dependent excited-state density given in Equation 6.2:

(6.4)
N1,x = N0,B + nx(tD)

= N0,B +
kx

γEEA(exp(kxtD)− 1) + kx
N0,A

exp(kxtD)
,

where N0,A and N0,B are the initial excited-states generated by the first
and second pulse, respectively. To observe any change in the PL emis-
sion dependent on tD, the excited states must not have decayed com-
pletely before the second pulse arrives; otherwise, Equation 6.3 simpli-
fies to N1,x = N0,B. For a delay time of tD = 0 the equation simplifies to
N1,x = N0,B +N0,A. The time-dependent PL from a double-pulse excita-
tion can directly be calculated from the initial excited states:

(6.5)
PLx,2 ∝ kx,radn′x(t)

=


kxφ

kx

γEEA(exp(kxt)−1)+ kx
N0,A

exp(kxt)
; t < tD

kxφ
kx

γEEA(exp(kx(t−tD))−1)+ kx
N1,x

exp(kx(t−tD))
; t ≥ tD

In these cases, the excitation pulses are considered to be very short com-
pared to the excited-state lifetimes so the excitation can be assumed
to be instantaneous. Similar to the case of the single pulse excitation,
the PLQY for the double-pulse excitation can be derived by integrating
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Equation 6.5:

(6.6)

PLQYx,2 =

∫
∞

0 kx,radn′x(t)dt
N0,A + N0,B

=
kxφ

(N0,A + N0,B)γEEA

(
ln(kx exp(kxtD)− γEEAN0,A

+ γEEAN0,A exp(kxtD))− kxtD − ln(kx)

+ ln
(

kx + γEEAN1,x

kx

))

For a simple sanity check the PLQY for long delays is determined. For
tD → ∞ this equation becomes:

(6.7)
PLQYx,2 → PLQYx,1(N0,A)× N0,A + PLQYx,1(N0,B)× N0,B

N0,A + N0,B

=
φ

kx
γEEA

(
ln
(

kx+γEEAN0,A
kx

)
+ ln

(
kx+γEEAN0,A

kx

))
N0,A + N0,B

.

When N0,A = N0,B, this equation further simplifies to PLQYx,2 =
PLQYx,1. For no delay, tD = 0, the PLQY has a minimum depending
on the strength of the EEA relative to the monomolecular recombina-
tion rate. If the EEA is relatively low, this minimum will be close to
the PLQY at long delay times. The relative PLQY introduced above is
calculated by dividing the PL from a double-pulse excitation by the PL
at a long time delay. Alternatively, if N0,A = N0,B, the PL of the double-
pulse excitation can simply be divided by twice the PL of a single-pulse
excitation. For the interested reader the more general solution is derived:
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(6.8)rPLQYx(tD) =
PLQYx,2(tD)

PLQYx,2(tD → ∞)

=

kxφ

(N0,A+N0,B)γEEA

 ln(kx exp(kxtD)− γEEAN0,A + γEEAN0,A exp(kxtD))

− kxtD − ln(kx) + ln
(

kx+γEEAN1,x
kx

)
(

φ
kx

γEEA

(
ln
( kx+γEEAN0,A

kx

)
+ln
( kx+γEEAN0,A

kx

))
N0,A+N0,B

)

=

 ln(kx exp(kxtD)− γEEAN0,A + γEEAN0,A exp(kxtD))

− kxtD − ln(kx) + ln
(

kx+γEEAN1,x
kx

)
ln
(

kx+γEEAN0,A
kx

)
+ ln

(
kx+γEEAN0,B

kx

)
Since the radiative process is linear and negative values are not possible,
the relative PLQY must be between 0 and 1 for excitonic emission.

To summarize in simple terms, the area under the curves illustrated in
Figure 6.2a represents the TIPL. The shorter the delay times the higher
the number of residual excited states from the first pulse exists as the
second pulse is absorbed, resulting in a higher excited-state density,
N1,x. This leads to an increase in the nonradiative EEA. The grey curve
represents the TIPL of a double-pulse excitation and the red curve repre-
sents a single-pulse reference whereby one laser is blocked. The relative
PLQY at a given delay time is calculated by dividing the grey area by
twice the red area. The relative PLQY is shown in Figure 6.2b. The
delay time is the relative delay time between the two pulse trains. The
two pulses are concurrent at a delay time of 0, with negative delay times
meaning that the second pulse precedes what was previously considered,
the first pulse. The function for the relative PLQY is symmetric on the
y-axis, i.e. negative and positive delays lead to the same value of the
relative PLQY. Furthermore, the relative PLQY curves are shown for
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different excitation fluences of both pulses ranging between 1017 and
1.6× 1018 cm−3. At short time delays, the relative PLQY has a mini-
mum due to EEA being most dominant in that region. For increasing
delay times between the pulse trains, the relative PLQY moves towards
unity. A single relative PLQY curve—given that it is not constant—as
shown in Figure 6.2b contains enough information to extract both rate
constants. This would not be possible by simply measuring the steady-
state PLQY on its own using an integrating sphere; since the temporal
information would be lost. A gedankenexperiment to demonstrate this:
if both rate constants were doubled, the PLQY would not change. In the
relative PLQY, however, the curves would move towards unity at shorter
delays. The uniqueness of the relative PLQY curves and the capability
of extracting the rate constants is demonstrated by fitting noisy data at
different initialization points in Figure 6.3

It is well possible to fit a single relative PLQY curve resulting from an
experiment to accurately determine the rate constants. As the curve must
not be constant, the excitation fluence must be high enough for EEA to
occur. The right excitation fluence is therefore chosen according to prior
knowledge about the investigated material or via trial and error.

6.2.2 Free Charge Carrier Photoluminescence

If the excited-state population is dominated by free charge carriers rather
than excitons, the photoluminescence from a double-pulse excitation is
vastly different. The monomolecular rate, in this case, is associated with
the trapping of charge carriers which is a nonradiative process while
the radiative process is bimolecular, i.e. nonlinear. This is the exact
opposite as for excitons where the nonlinear process is nonradiative and
the monomolecular is radiative. As described in Section 2.1.2, the rate
equation for the free charge carrier density after pulsed excitation can
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FIGURE 6.3: Illustration of the unique extracted parameters by simulat-
ing noisy data by multiplying simulated points with a random number
between a) 0.95 and 1.05 and b) 0.9 and 1.1. The parameters used are:
kx = 3× 108 s−1; γEEA = 1× 10−10 cm3 s−1 and N0 = 5× 1017 cm−3.
The fitting results did not change with different initial fitting points and
are a) kx = (3.1± 0.1)× 108 s−1; γEEA = (1.1± 0.1)× 10−10 cm3 s−1

and b) kx = (3.3±0.3)×108 s−1; γEEA = (1.2±0.3)×10−10 cm3 s−1

be written as:
dnc

dt
=−k1,cnc − k2,cn2

c , (6.9)

where nc is the carrier density, k1,c is the free charge carrier trapping rate
constant associated with non-radiative decay, and k2,c is the bimolecular
radiative recombination rate constant. At low fluences most generated
charge carriers will recombine nonradiatively. For increasing excitation
fluences, the bimolecular recombination becomes more dominant and
the emission efficiency increases. Once all charge carriers recombine
radiatively, the PLQY can increase no further. At some point, nonra-
diative third-order Auger processes start to become significant and the
PLQY starts to decrease again. In this chapter, the excitation fluence was
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kept low enough that no Auger recombination could be observed. The
dependence of the PLQY on the excitation fluence is further described
in Section 5.2 and illustrated in Figure 5.5. For the double-pulse excita-
tion, this implies that at short temporal delays where the residual carrier
density from the first pulse gets pushed to a higher value by the second
pulse the PLQY will be higher than for longer delays, so the exact op-
posite as for excitons. The relative PLQY can again be calculated by
dividing the TIPL of a double-pulse excitation at a certain delay time
with either twice the TIPL of a single pulse excitation when both pulses
have the same fluence or the TIPL at a very long delay. For long delay
times, again, the relative PLQY approaches unity as this is the same as
two individual single pulse excitations. For short delay times, however,
the relative PLQY will exceed unity and increases with a decrease in the
delay as the emission becomes more efficient due to the increased carrier
density. Due to the bimolecular radiative behavior, the relative PLQY
must not exceed two. This principle is displayed in Figure 6.4. The
rate constants for this simulation are based on my previous work [133]:
k1,c = 70×107 s−1 and k2,c = 5×10−10 cm3 s−1.

In a) the simulated time-dependent PL for both single pulse and double-
pulse excitation is illustrated when free charge carriers are the domi-
nated excited-state species. Again, the derivations are meant for the
interested reader only and can otherwise be skipped. For the derivation
of the relative PLQY in the case of dominant emission from free charge
carriers the analytical solution for the time-dependent PL can be found
from Equation 6.9:

(6.10)
PLc,1(t) = k2,c)nc(t)2

= k2,c

(
k1,c

k2,c(exp(k1,ct)− 1) + k1,c
N0

exp(k1,ct)

)2

,
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FIGURE 6.4: a) Simulation of the time-dependent free carrier PL of
a single and a double-pulse excitation wherein both pulses generate
the same initial density (N0 = 5× 1017 cm−3). For a “short” delay tD
(0.5 ns, bottom) the residual free carrier population from the first pulse
pushes the total free carrier population after the second pulse to higher
values and thus increases the PLQY relative to the PLQY of a single
pulse (top) due to increased bimolecular radiative recombination. b)
the relative PLQY can be defined as the number of photons observed
per total excitation photons in the double-pulse normalized to the num-
ber of PL photons per excitation photon for a single pulse only. At long
time delays, the relative PLQY approaches the limit of unity. For ad-
ditional information, the curves are shown for changing pulse fluence
(the free carrier density created by a single pulse is carried from 1017

to 1.6×1018 cm−3
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where N0 is the initial free carrier density. As in the case of excitons
the initial density is averaged over the whole film volume. The quantum
yield of the PL emission can then be derived from this Equation 6.10:

(6.11)
PLQYc,1 =

∫
∞

0 k2,cn2
c(t)dt

N0

=

(
k2,cN0 + k1,c ln

(
k1,c

k1,c+k2,cN0

))
k2,cN0

.

Equivalently to the case for excitons from the time-dependent PL, the
density of charge carriers after the delay time tD can be calculated from
Equation 6.11:

(6.12)
N1,c = N0,B + nc(tD)

= N0,B +
kc

k2,c(exp(kctD)− 1) + kc
N0,A

exp(kctD)
,

where N0,A and N0,B are the initial excited-states generated by the first
and second pulse, respectively. The time-dependent PL for a double-
pulse excitation can be described equivalently to the excitonic PL but
with the quadratic dependence on the excited state dependence:

PLc,2 = k2,cn′c
2(t)

=


k2,c

(
k1,c

k2,c(exp(k1,ct)−1)+
k1,c
N0,A

exp(k1,ct)

)2

; t < tD

k2,c

(
k1,c

k2,c(exp(k1,c(t−tD))−1)+
k1,c
N1,c

exp(k1,c(t−tD))

)2

; t ≥ tD

(6.13)
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Again, the excitation is considered instantaneous. By integrating Equa-
tion 6.13 the PLQY for the double-pulse excitation is found to be:

(6.14)PLQYc,2 =

∫
∞

0 k1,cn′c
2(t)dt

N0,A + N0,B

=

exp(k1,ctD)
(

k2
1,c

k2,c
+ N0,Ak1,c

)
− tD exp(k1,ctD)

(
k3

1,c
k2,c

+ N0,Ak2
1,c

)
+ N0,Ak2

1,ctD


(N0,A + N0,B)(k1,c exp(k1,ctD)− N0,Ak2,c + N0,Ak2,c exp(k1,ctD))

+

−
(
(k1,c ln(k1,c exp(k1,ctD)− N0,Ak2,c + N0,Ak2,c exp(k1,ctD)))

+ (k1,c + N0,Ak2,c + k1,c ln(k1,c))

)
(N0,A + N0,B)k2,c

+

(
k2,cN1,c + k1,c ln

(
k1,c

k1,c+k2,cN1,c

))
(N0,A + N0,B)k2,c

For tD → ∞ this equation simplifies vastly to:

PLQYc,2

→ PLQYc,1(N0,A)× N0,A + PLQYc,1(N0,B)× N0,B

N0,A + N0,B

=

(
N0,A + k1,c ln

(
k1,c

k1,c+k2,cN0,A

))
+
(

N0,B + k1,c ln
(

k1,c
k1,c+k2,cN0,B

))
N0,A + N0,B

(6.15)
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Calculating the relative PLQY from Equation 6.14 and Equation 6.15
by simply dividing the results leads to:

(6.16)rPLQYc(tD) =
PLQYc,2(tD)

PLQYc,2(tD → ∞)

=



k2,c×


exp(k1,ctD)

(
k2

1,c
k2,c

+ N0,Ak1,c

)
− tD exp(k1,ctD)

(
k3

1,c
k2,c

+ N0,Ak2
1,c

)
+ N0,Ak2

1,ctD


(k1,c exp(k1,ctD)−N0,Ak2,c+N0,Ak2,c exp(k1,ctD))

−

(k1,c ln(k1,c exp(k1,ctD)− N0,Ak2,c + N0,Ak2,c exp(k1,ctD)))
+(k1,c + N0,Ak2,c + k1,c ln(k1,c))

+
(

k2,cN1,c + k1,c ln
(

k1,c
k1,c+k2,cN1,c

))



k2,c

(
N0,A + k1,c ln

(
k1,c

k1,c+k2,cN0,A

))
+ k2,c

(
N0,B + k1,c ln

(
k1,c

k1,c+k2,cN0,B

))
There is a stark contrast in the PL emission behavior from free charge
carriers compared to excitons. The emission becomes stronger rather
than weaker when the delay time decreases. The relative PLQY for free
carriers dependent on the time delay is displayed in Figure 6.4b. What
is immediately apparent is that the relative PLQY is consistently above
unity and only approaches unity for long delay times. Interestingly, the
relative PLQY decreases as the initial density of carriers increases. This
is due to the nonlinear radiative recombination pathway becoming dom-
inant. Once all carriers recombine radiatively, further increase in the
fluence will not increase the PLQY and therefore also lead to a con-
stant relative PLQY at unity. The same goes for the case with excitons:
the relative PLQY curves are unique, meaning that a single curve is
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FIGURE 6.5: Illustration of the unique extracted parameters by simulat-
ing noisy data by multiplying simulated points with a random number
between a) 0.95 and 1.05 and b) 0.9 and 1.1. The parameters used are:
k1,c = 70×107 s−1; k2,c = 5×10−10 cm3 s−1 and N0 = 5×1017 cm−3.
The fitting results didn’t change with different starting points and are
a) k1,c = (67±2)×107 s−1; k2,c = (5.2±0.2)×10−10 cm3 s−1 and b)
k1,c = (72±4)×107 s−1; k2,c = (5.0±0.5)×10−10 cm3 s−1

enough to extract the rate constants when the initial excited-state den-
sity is known. Similar to the exciton case, this principle is shown in
Figure 6.5.

Since exceedingly high excitation fluences lead to a constant relative
PLQY at unity or even to Auger recombination which is not accounted
for in this model, care has to be taken to choose a suitable excitation
fluence. It has to be high enough to reach a good signal to noise ra-
tio but not so high that the relative PLQY becomes time-independent or
Auger recombination starts to become significant. A good initial esti-
mate should be where the bimolecular recombination and the trapping
are equal. This allows for a good signal and at the same time is low
enough so clear changes in the PLQY can be observed.
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6.2.3 Exciton and Free Charge Carrier Photoluminescence

In the previous Chapter 5, it was established that both excitons and free
carriers can simultaneously contribute to the PL emission in quasi-2D
perovskites. While this is a special case; the investigation via double-
pulse excitation can still be applied. The PL emission is simply a linear
combination of the two cases as established in the previous chapter:

PL = f PLx +(1− f )PLc, (6.17)

where f is the fraction of excitonic PL emission. For the PLQY it simply
follows that:

PLQY = f PLQYx +(1− f )PLQYc, (6.18)
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For the interested reader the masterequation which combines both exci-
tonic and free carrier recombination is given here:

(6.19)rPLQY (tD) =
f × PLQYx,2(tD) + (1 − f )× PLQYc,2(tD)

f × PLQYx,2(tD → ∞) + (1 − f )× PLQYc,2(tD → ∞)

=



f ×

 kxφ

γEEA

 ln(kx exp(kxtD)− γEEAN0,A + γEEAN0,A exp(kxtD))

− kxtD − ln(kx) + ln
(

kx+γEEAN1,x
kx

)
+(1 − f )×

−

(
exp(k1,ctD)

(
k2
1,c

k2,c
+N0,Ak1,c

)
−tD exp(k1,ctD)

(
k3
1,c

k2,c
+N0,Ak2

1,c

)
+N0,Ak2

1,ctD

)
(k1,c exp(k1,ctD)−N0,Ak2,c+N0,Ak2,c exp(k1,ctD))

−


(k1,c ln(k1,c exp(k1,ctD)− N0,Ak2,c + N0,Ak2,c exp(k1,ctD)))

+(k1,c + N0,Ak2,c + k1,c ln(k1,c))

− k2,cN1,c − k1,c ln
(

k1,c
k1,c+k2,cN1,c

)


k2,c






f ×

φ
kx

γEEA

(
ln
(

kx+γEEAN0,A
kx

)
+ln
(

kx+γEEAN0,B
kx

))
+ (1 − f )

×
((

N0,A + k1,cln
(

k1,c
k1,c+k2,cN0,A

) )
+
(

N0,B + k1,cln
(

k1,c
k1,c+k2,cN0,B

) ))


This monster of an equation is not meant to give an overview of the
method but rather for the interested reader to incorporate into their
work. The method is demonstrated experimentally below on quasi-2D
perovskites which were also used in Chapter 5 that adds unique data
further supporting the conclusions from the previous work. Most per-
ovskite films do not support both excited state species and either support
excitons or free charge carriers. To illustrate the validity of the method,
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additionally, TRPL utilizing a streak camera is compared to the intro-
duced method, leading to very similar results.

6.3 Experimental data

To demonstrate the use of the double-pulse technique, a variety of dif-
ferent quasi-2D perovskites is analyzed regarding their photophysical
behavior. As these materials have already been intensively studied in
Chapter 5, the gained knowledge is used in advancing the analysis
technique. For the measurements, the same kind of perovskites as in
the previous chapter are used consisting of CsPbBr3 with the addition
of either butylamine bromide (BABr) or 1-naphthylmethylamine bro-
mide (NMABr) added to the precursor, resulting in a perovskite struc-
ture formula of CsPbBr3(BABr)y, where y is between 0.4 and 1.0. In
the previous chapter, it was shown that high concentrations of BA lead
to the dominance of excitons while low concentrations of BA lead to a
mixture of noninteracting pools of excitons and free carriers while using
NMA as a spacer molecule leads to the dominance of free charge car-
riers. This conclusion is consistent with previous work on perovskites
in the Dion-Jacobson phase utilizing p-xylylenediamine spacers [148]
In this section, it will be demonstrated how the rate constants which de-
scribe the photophysics of the excited-states can be extracted with the
double-pulse technique from highly complex systems, as is the case for
quasi-2D perovskites. Not only is this possible when excitons or free
carriers are dominating the kinetics, but also in the peculiar case when
both species contribute to the PL emission. The technique is thereby in-
teresting for a wide range of potential applications involving perovskite
structures.

The excited-state lifetimes in the quasi-2D perovskites examined in this
section are very short and typically below 10 ns. Rather than using a
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FIGURE 6.6: Relative PLQY curves for the a) BA1.0 b) NMA1.0 and c)
BA0.4 perovskites at different fluences.

delay generator as illustrated in Figure 6.1, a linear translation stage
with an attached retroreflector to control the delay is used which allows
for delays up to 4 ns. For 3D perovskites with much longer lifetimes, a
delay generator is sufficient.
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To calculate the relative PLQY during the measurements the TIPL after
a double-pulse excitation is divided by the TIPL of a single-pulse ex-
citation. This is possible since both pulses are set to contain the same
fluence. The chosen repetition rates for the pulse trains are 1 kHz for the
perovskites made with the NMA spacer and 100 Hz for the ones with the
BA spacer. Choosing these low repetition rates ensures that all excited
states created by a given pulse pair will have recombined before the next
excitation pair arrives after 1 ms or more later [43]. The integration time
for the CCD used to record the TIPL is set at 80 ms with ten averages
taken of the quasi-steady state per data point. The fitting of the relative
PLQY curves is done using Equation 6.19. The excitation wavelength
of the laser pulses is 430 nm.

6.3.1 Exciton Excited State Population

The clear differences in the TIPL results for the perovskites utilizing
either BA or NMA spacers are in complete agreement with the con-
clusions of the previous chapter, where NMA-perovskites support the
dominance of free charge carriers and BA-perovskites either consist of
mainly excitons or a mixture of excitons and free carriers depending on
the spacer concentrations. The relative PLQY curves are displayed in
Figure 6.6. As with the simulations in the previous section, the analy-
sis of the experimental data is first done on the quasi-2D perovskite in
which excitons dominate the excited-state population which is the BA1.0
perovskite. In the previous chapter, this perovskite is found to only sup-
port excitons and no free charge carriers. For this reason, the fraction f
of QWs supporting excitons is kept at 100% during the fitting process.
The relative PLQY, depending on the delay between the pulse trains, is
depicted in Figure 6.7.
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FIGURE 6.7: Relative PLQY over the time delay between the two ex-
citation pulses for the BA1.0 perovskite at different excitation fluences.
The extracted parameters are kx =(33±2)×107 s−1 and γEEA =(0.8±
0.1)×10−10 cm3 s−1

This result is very similar to the simulation for excitons from the previ-
ous section. With higher densities and shorter time delays, the relative
PLQY is low. With increasing time delays, the relative PLQY moves
back towards unity. Time delays leading to a relative PLQY of one
indicate that the excited state species of the first pulse have fully recom-
bined when the second pulse gets absorbed. The curves are individually
fitted with the initially excited state density calculated from the absorp-
tion, film thickness, excitation fluence, and wavelength. The extracted
parameters are the mean values from these fittings with statistical er-
rors. The fitting considering only excitons is shown in red in Figure
6.7 and works with the measured data, leading to the mean extracted
parameters from the two curves of: kx =(33±2)×107 s−1 and γEEA =
(0.8±0.1)×10−10 cm3 s−1 with statistical errors.

To examine if it is valid for the fraction f to be constrained at 100%,
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FIGURE 6.8: Relative PLQY curves and global fitting (for comparabil-
ity) considering a) only excitons and b) f as a free parameter. As derived
in Equation 6.19, the fit of the mixed relative PLQY depends on the
ratio of nonradiative and radiative exciton recombination. The reduced
χ2 is within a factor of two ( 2.6×10−5 for a) and 1.9×10−5 for b)), in-
dicating that the fit with more parameters is only potentially marginally
better. It should be noted that these reduced χ2 values are significantly
under unity as the unknown uncertainty for each data point of the rel-
ative PLQY was considered to be unity. Therefore the relative change
in reduced χ2 can be meaningfully considered but the absolute values
are not meaningful. The fit in b) leads to an exciton fraction of 83%;
however, the fit leads to unreasonable fitting uncertainties which are:
k1,c = (20± 100)× 107 s−1; k2,c = (10± 100)× 10−10 cm3 s−1; kx =
(33± 5)× 107 s−1; γEEA = (2± 7)× 10−10 cm3 s−1 and f = 0.8± 1.
Therefore, the change in fitting is ascribed to the increased number of
free parameters and there is no reason to favor the more complicated
mixed fit over the simple exciton-only fit shown in a).
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an additional fit with f as a free parameter is compared to the fit with
constrained f. As the fit involving both species contains a significantly
higher amount of parameters instead of fitting the relative PLQY curves
individually, a global fit is used. In this case, all parameters except the
initial density of states are shared. These fits are displayed in Figure 6.8.
The extracted value for kx is noticeably higher than the values observed
for previously examined quasi-2D BA samples, which is likely due to
batch-to-batch variations in the quality of the perovskite films. Despite
this slight difference in the monomolecular recombination parameter,
the results are clear evidence that the double-pulse method works well,
both qualitatively and quantitatively, to extract the parameters describ-
ing the excited-state dynamics in the case of excitonic dominance.

6.3.2 Free Charge Carrier Excited State Population

As concluded in the previous chapter and mentioned above, the domi-
nant excited-state species in NMA-based quasi-2D perovskites is made
up of free charge carriers. To compare the experimental data with the
simulations for free carriers, a perovskite-based on NMA1.0 is used for
the double-pulse method. In the overview in Figure 6.6 as well as in
Figure 6.9 compared with Figure 6.8 above, the clear differences be-
tween the excited-state species can be observed.

The most obvious difference between the NMA- and BA-based per-
ovskites is how the relative PLQY of the NMA1.0 perovskite starts well
above unity for short delay times instead of below unity in the case of
BA. However, for both cases, the relative PLQY moves towards unity
as the delay time increases. With increasing fluence, the offset from
unity decreases for the NMA-perovskite. This observation agrees very
well with the simulations in the respective section. These significant dif-
ferences between the exciton and free carrier-based emission behavior
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FIGURE 6.9: Relative PLQY over the time delay between the two exci-
tation pulses for the NMA1.0 perovskite. The extracted parameters are
k1,c = (38±6)×107 s−1 and k2,c = (14±2)×10−10 cm3 s−1

demonstrate the great suitability of this technique in terms of the obvious
qualitative differences in the experimental data allowing the revelation
of the dominant excited state species as well as the extraction of the rate
parameters.

The data is fitted in the same manner as in the previous section. The
fraction of the exciton supporting QWs is constrained at 0% which leads
to the mean extracted parameters of: k1,c = (38±6)×107 s−1 and k2,c =
(14± 2)× 10−10 cm3 s−1. Again this fit is compared with a fit leaving
the exciton fraction as a free parameter. These global fits are presented
in Figure 6.10. The quality of the fit only slightly improves.

The extracted parameters are well within an order of magnitude agree-
ment with those determined in the previous chapter. The differences in
the parameters are again likely due to the considerable batch-to-batch
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FIGURE 6.10: Relative PLQY curves and global fitting (for compa-
rability) considering a) only free carriers and b) f as a free parame-
ter. As in Figure 6.8, only purely radiative exciton decay is assumed.
The two fits are similar. The fit in b) leads to a free carrier frac-
tion of 98.4%, the parameters are: k1,c = (33± 3)× 107 s−1; k2,c =
(12±1)×10−10 cm3 s−1; kx = (0±6)×107 s−1; γEEA = (0.0±0.4)×
10−10 cm3 s−1 and f = 0.016±0.008. Therefore, the change in fitting is
ascribed to the increased number of free parameters. The reduced χ2 is
on the same order of magnitude being 7.2×10−4 for a) and 7.1×10−4

for b). As in Figure Figure 6.8, it should be noted that these reduced
χ2 values are significantly under unity as the unknown uncertainty for
each data point of the relative PLQY was considered to be unity.

variations in these highly disordered quasi-2D perovskites. These ex-
perimental data demonstrate that in perovskites in which the dominant
species is made up of free charge carriers, the dynamics can be quali-
tatively and quantitively described and the rate parameters can be well
extracted via the double-pulse technique.
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6.3.3 Excitons and Free Charge Carrier Excited State
Populations

After establishing that the double-pulse technique works well for both
excitons and free charge carriers; in this section, the unique situation in
which both excited-state species contribute to the PL emission as ob-
served for low BA concentrations in the previous chapter is examined.
In this special case, the PL emission is due to two separate independent
pools of excited-state species located in locally separated low bandgap
QWs. This is described in more detail in the previous chapter. The total
emission of the perovskite sample after excitation can be treated as a
weighted sum of the emission from excitons and free carriers.

The experimental data of a sample showing emission from both excited
species based on BA0.4 is depicted in Figure 6.11.

This data looks very similar to the exciton-dominated case of the BA1.0-
based perovskite depicted in Figure 6.7 and also similar to that case
the relative PLQY is lowest at zero delay and approaches unity as the
delay is increased. Therefore, it is likely that excitons make up a con-
siderable portion of the excited-state population. There is, however, ad-
ditional qualitative information not consistent with excitons being the
sole excited-state species. The relative PLQY at zero delay is only mi-
norly reduced and increasing excitation fluences do not reduce the rel-
ative PLQY to the expected extent compared to an exciton-dominated
perovskite. The additional reduction with fluence is significantly lower
compared to the BA1.0-based perovskites. Doubling the fluence leads to
hardly a decrease at zero delay time. Additionally, the two curves cross.
The higher fluence curve starts below the other curve at shorter delays
and crosses the lower fluence curve as the delay time increases leading
to a higher relative PLQY at long delays for the high fluence curve.
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FIGURE 6.11: Relative PLQY over the time delay between the two
excitation pulses for the BA0.4 perovskite. The extracted parameters
are k1,c = (24±2)×107 s−1; k2,c = (3.0±0.5)×10−10 cm3 s−1; kx =
(39±2)×107 s−1; γEEA = (4.8±0.4)×10−10 cm3 s−1 and f = (70.3±
0.3)%

Again these curves cannot be fitted individually as the amounts of pa-
rameters are too high for reliable fits leading to unreasonable uncer-
tainties. The fitting is therefore done by sharing the parameters for the
curves (global fitting) to extract the rate constants. Constraining the
excited-state population so that only free charge carriers are considered
is not sensible in this case, as the relative PLQY does not exceed unity at
any point and only increases with increasing delay. Similarly constrain-
ing the excited-state species to consist only of excitons does not lead to
reasonable results as shown in Figure 6.12.

The figure considering both excited-state species significantly improves
the fit quality compared to the case in which only excitons are con-
sidered. The extracted parameters are: k1,c = (24 ± 2)× 107 s−1;
k2,c = (3.0 ± 0.5)× 10−10 cm3 s−1; kx = (39 ± 2)× 107 s−1; γEEA =
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FIGURE 6.12: Relative PLQY curves and global fitting (for compara-
bility) considering a) only free carriers and b) f as a free parameter. As
in Figure 6.8 and Figure 6.10, a purely radiative exciton decay is as-
sumed. The fit in b) only works moderately well. The parameters for
a) are: k1,c = (24± 2)× 107 s−1; k2,c = (3.0± 0.5)× 10−10 cm3 s−1;
kx = (39± 2)× 107 s−1; γEEA = (4.8± 0.4)× 10−10 cm3 s−1 and f =
(70.3± 0.3)%; and for b) they are: kx = (62± 1)× 107 s−1; γEEA =
(2.2±0.1)×10−10 cm3 s−1. The qualitative difference between the two
fits can also be illustrated by the difference in the reduced χ2, which
is 6.6× 10−6 for a) and 4.8× 10−5 for b). The reduced χ2 is an or-
der of magnitude better for the mixed fit shown in a), indicating that
the mixed model is significantly better than the exciton-only model in
this case. It should be noted that these reduced χ2 values are signif-
icantly under unity as the unknown uncertainty for each data point of
the relative PLQY was considered to be uniform and unity (a signif-
icant overestimate chosen to keep the denominator unity). Therefore
the relative change in reduced χ2 can be meaningfully considered but
the absolute values are not meaningful. The fact that the absolute value
of the reduced χ2 is not being meaningful can is obvious, as there are
significant deviations of the fit from the data in panel b), indicating that
with proper knowledge of uncertainties and weighting the reduced χ2

would significantly exceed one in this case. Irrespective, the minimiza-
tion routine and the relative comparison of reduced χ2 are valid.
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(4.8±0.4)×10−10 cm3 s−1 and f = (70.3±0.3)%. It should be noted
that as for the previous global fits the uncertainties are not statistical
but rather result from the fitting itself and thereby likely underestimate
the real uncertainties. In this special case, it is advisable to commit
to a fluence-dependent measurement and not to rely on a single curve
to extract the rate constants. The fit depends on the ratio of radiative
to nonradiative monomolecular exciton recombination, as is derived in
Equation 6.19. This ratio and the fraction of exciton-dominated QWs,
f, are directly dependent while all other parameters are unaffected were
this ratio to be changed. In this chapter, all monomolecular excitonic re-
combination is assumed to be radiative which leads to an underestima-
tion of the fraction of excitonic QWs, f. Compared to the extracted pa-
rameters for excitons from the previous chapter, the rate constants found
are an order of magnitude higher. This deviation is ascribed to batch-
to-batch variations in the perovskite film quality. For the free charge
carriers, however, the parameters are similar to the ones determined in
the previous chapter and as is the fraction of exciton dominated QWs,
f. The technique utilizing two excitation pulses not only allows for the
extraction of the rate constants in perovskites supporting only excitons
or only free carriers but also for the very special case of both species
contributing to the PL.

For the interested reader, the conclusion that the BA0.4-based perovskite
supports both excited-state species while the other samples only sup-
port one is further supported by carefully considering the normalized
PL spectra of the samples examined in this chapter as a function of flu-
ence. These data are shown in Figure 6.13.

The normalized spectra for both the BA1.0 and NMA1.0 based per-
ovskites do not change with fluence. For a single excited-state species
this is entirely expected and applies to both cases. The PL peak for the
BA1.0 perovskite is at 2.43 eV and the PL peak of the NMA1.0 perovskite
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FIGURE 6.13: Normalized time-integrated PL spectra of the a) BA1.0,
b) NMA1.0, and c) BA0.4 spacer perovskites. The dotted line at 2.4 eV
is a guide to illustrate the different peak positions of the samples. While
only minor changes with fluence are observed for most samples, BA0.4
shows an emerging shoulder at 2.36 eV to 2.37 eV with an increasing
initial density of excited states.

is at 2.36 eV. The lower energy emission for free charge carriers again is
consistent with the conclusions of the previous chapter whereby lower
bandgap QWs are more likely to support free carriers. In the BA0.4
based perovskite, however, both excited-state species contribute to the
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PL. As the emission efficiencies of the two species depend on the flu-
ence with higher fluences improving the efficiency for free carriers and
decreasing it for excitons, the normalized PL spectra are expected to
change with fluence as the free carrier emission becomes the more dom-
inant contributor. Looking at Figure 6.13, this is indeed the case as the
lower energy shoulder becomes more dominant with higher excitation
fluences. The energy of the lower energy shoulder is also consistent
with the free carrier emission observed in the NMA1.0 based perovskite.
The behavior of the PL spectra as a function of fluence is consistent and
supports the findings of the analysis above utilizing the double-pulse
technique.

6.3.4 Application to 3D Perovskite Photovoltaic Layers

In the previous section, it was established that the excited-state dy-
namics of quasi-2D perovskites can be characterized using the double-
pulse method. This characterization is valid in the case of complete
dominance by either excited-state species as well as in the uncom-
mon case that both species contribute to the PL emission. In this sec-
tion, the application for 3D-perovskites with much slower dynamics
is highlighted and the potential application of the double pulse tech-
nique for in-line characterization of the charge carrier dynamics in pho-
tovoltaic layers is discussed as a cheap method potentially only in-
volving LEDs and a spectrometer. The exemplary 3D perovskite used
here is Cs0.18FA0.82PbI3, with and without a passivation layer based
on adding phenethylammonium chloride (PEACl) to the perovskite
precursor, which forms heterogeneous 2D Ruddlesden–Popper (RP)
(PEA)2(Cs1-xFAx)n-1Pbn(I1-yCly)3n+1 layers where n∼1-2 at the grain
boundaries and the surface of the film. These passivations have been
used in the fabrication of MA-free solar cells reaching power conversion
efficiencies exceeding 22% [149]. The much lower recombination rates
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in these materials necessitate significantly longer delays and lower pulse
fluences. Instead of using a retroreflector and a linear translation stage
as done above, a digital delay generator is used with an additional intro-
duced actively Q-switched laser with a 0.6 ns pulse width. This allows
for a wide range of possible delays to be set from only a few picoseconds
up to milliseconds. For the comparison with the double-pulse technique,
the TRPL is measured with a streak camera after the excitation with the
Q-switched laser at various fluences. The charge carrier dynamics are
then determined via fitting of the individual curves. In these materials,
excitons are not considered due to their low exciton binding energies so
the excited-state population only consists of free carriers.

The data from the TRPL- and the double-pulse measurements for both
the passivated and the unpassivated samples are displayed in Figure
6.14. To give an appropriate estimation of the parameter uncertainties
the fluence series for each sample was remeasured three times. All mea-
surements were taken in an atmospheric environment. Shown in Figure
6.14 is the mean and the standard deviation of each data point resulting
from the three measurements. To best estimate, the rate constants and
their uncertainties each of the nine data sets are fitted individually (three
for each fluence). The red lines in Figure 6.14 show the curves resulting
from the mean values from the extracted parameters. The parameters are
summarized in Table 6.1

In Figure 6.14 and Table 6.1, it should be noted that the uncertainty
from the measurement of the unpassivated material and its associated
parameters is noticeably higher, which is attributed to the higher insta-
bility of the material under prolonged light exposure. This is illustrated
in Figure 6.15 where the curves differ depending on the point in time at
which they were taken. This systemic error, based on the light-soaking
like effect is observed in the unpassivated sample; not, however, in the
repeat measurements of the more stable passivated one. In the current
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FIGURE 6.14: Comparison of the rates extracted from TRPL measure-
ments utilizing a streak camera and from the relative PLQY for an un-
passivated sample (a, b) and a passivated sample (c, d). A single passi-
vated and an unpassivated sample are used. The measurement method
is swapped after each series of measurements of three fluences. This
whole procedure is repeated three times to get three measurements for
each method for each fluence. The nine data sets per sample are indi-
vidually fitted, giving nine estimates of the extracted parameters from
which the mean and uncertainty for each parameter can be estimated.
These are shown in Table 6.1. The data shown represent the mean and
standard deviation at each point based on the three separate measure-
ments for each fluence.
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FIGURE 6.15: Normalized TRPL curves at the highest measured ex-
cited state density (N0 = 1 × 1017 cm−3) of the three measurements
taken at different times for the a) unpassivated and b) passivated 3D
perovskites. A noticeable increase in the PL lifetime is observed for
the unpassivated perovskite. Although this is a systematic error in the
sense that the material responds to prolonged illumination, it can be es-
timated that, in the worst case, it will be a random variable in an in-line
application wherein the total illumination dose may not be carefully
controlled as described in the text.

estimation of the uncertainties in the extracted parameters, the achiev-
ability in an in-line monitoring system where the exposure to light might
not be rigorously controlled is considered. This systematic error based
on the light-induced changes is therefore considered as a random error
that might occur in an in-line system with poorly controlled light expo-
sure.

The uncertainty of the extracted parameters determined in this fashion is
40% for the unpassivated sample and is similar in both methods, streak,
and double-pulse. In the passivated material the uncertainty is below
25%. It is estimated that by controlling systematic errors in an in-line
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environment a parameter error of 25% or below can be achieved. For
this work, it is crucial that the relative uncertainties of the used methods
are equivalent to the double-pulse technique and the streak measurement
and the extracted parameters are within their uncertainties.

The monomolecular recombination rate extracted from the passivated
sample, k1,c, is significantly lower than the one from the unpassivated
material. Since the purpose of the passivation is the reduction of traps
at the interfaces and grain boundaries, this result is very much ex-
pected [149]. With both methods, only a minor reduction in k2,c is
observed after the passivation. This again is expected, as the passiva-
tion has no significant effect on the carrier transport inside the grains
which maintains the high photovoltaic performance. This analysis gives
a good indication that the double-pulse technique could be a useful tool
in the in-line inspection of solar cell materials giving a rough prediction
of their carrier dynamics.

TABLE 6.1: Fitting parameters obtained from the fits shown in Figure
6.15.

Method k1,c (106 s−1) k2,c (10−11 cm3 s−1)

Unpassivated Passivated Unpassivated Passivated

TRPL 1.1±0.4 0.43±0.09 10±4 8±1

double pulse 1.0±0.4 0.6±0.1 9±2 6±1

In addition, to compare the methods, the results above are useful in the
consideration of which light sources can be used to perform the double-
pulse measurement in an in-line environment for perovskite solar cells.
The rule of thumb selection of appropriate pulse length and excitation
fluence can be gathered from the presented data above. Considering the
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fluence to best examine the dynamics of charge carriers, there is no the-
oretical lower bound for the pulse fluence. The change in the relative
PLQY is largest for low-energy pulses as the emission increases with
the square of the carrier density. However, it should be considered that
weak emission of PL leads to an unfavorable signal to noise ratio so
care has to be taken to choose an appropriate fluence. For an optimum
compromise between a good signal and a strong response of the relative
PLQY, a pulse fluence is suggested for which the trapping rates and the
radiative rates are equal at zero time, so that k1,c ∼ k2,cN0. The lower flu-
ences in Figure 6.15b and d corresponds to this estimation with k1,c ∼
1×106 s−1 ∼ 1×10−10 cm3 s−1 · 1×1016 cm−3 ∼ k2,cN0. The relative
PLQY, in this case, is approximately 1.5 at zero time which is substantial
enough for simple fitting. The PL emission is also strong enough to be
easily collected. For the excitation to be approximated as impulsive in
the fitting, the pulse width should be at least 5 times shorter than the in-
verse of the total decay rate at zero time. With the estimation above, the
total decay rate at zero time is simply 2k1,c, which for good photovoltaic
materials as discussed here is approximately 2×106 s−1. In this case, a
pulse as long as 100 ns could be considered as impulsive. It is possible to
obtain pulse fluences on the order of 1 µJ from arrays of LEDs with this
order of pulse length [150]. A pulse energy of 1 µJ is sufficient to gener-
ate a excited-state density of1016 cm−3 over an illuminated circular area
with a radius of approximately 1 mm on a 100 nm thick perovskite film.
Recent developments in LED systems based on Li-Fi could be exploited
to obtain the desired pulse sequence [151]. Therefore, these estimations
based on the results above establish that lower-cost systems based on
pulsed LEDs with a controllable time delay between their flashes should
be considered for in-line estimation of carrier dynamics in 3D perovskite
films for photovoltaics.
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6.4 Discussion

This chapter demonstrates that measuring the TIPL after excitation with
two temporally separated pulses with controllable delay allows for the
facile and precise determination of the dynamics of excitons, free charge
carriers, or even a mixture of both in quasi-2D and 3D perovskites.

In previous work, a dependence on the lowering of ASE threshold of
quasi-2D perovskites with increased bimolecular free carrier emission
has been observed [47]. As the excitation fluence increases, the initial
PL emission of free carriers increases with the square of the initial car-
rier density while at high fluences the emission lifetime decreases. This
leads to a high initial photon density which allows for ASE to occur.
Promising results in the field of lasing have been achieved with quasi-
2D perovskites [31, 152]. Determining the radiative bimolecular rate
constant in these materials is an important task to further develop effi-
cient lasing and the presented double-pulse technique could be a great
tool for groups with limited access to a streak camera.

Even more relevant is the potential use in the characterization of pho-
tovoltaic materials. Determining the free charge carrier recombination
pathways and rate constants in the absorption layer of PV devices can
reveal the material quality during the cell fabrication process. The de-
vice performance is highly dependent on the carrier dynamics which can
be measured after the formation of the perovskite active layer before the
deposition of the capping charge transport layers. This may provide
quality control and feedback to the process parameters in a fabrication
line. In terms of measuring the carrier dynamics, the two-pulse method
has attractive features in comparison to a method based on a streak cam-
era or time-correlated single photon counting in terms of simplicity and
expense of the equipment required, but also in terms of the potential to
image the carrier dynamics across the whole area of the sample.
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Regarding the simplicity and cost of the equipment, this technique needs
two pulses that are short compared to the excited-state lifetime of the
sample and arrive with a controllable delay between them. Synchroniz-
ing an actively Q-switched laser to a passively Q-switched laser through
a delay generator would be a robust and cost-effective solution to gen-
erate such a pulse sequence. A simple USB spectrometer is enough to
capture the emitted photoluminescence as used above. If the beam size
were expanded to cover a large area of the material, the carrier dynam-
ics might be imaged over the whole area using an industrial camera to
image the quasi-steady state PL. This would allow for the observation
of the change in the emission intensity with the delay time at different
positions (camera pixels). These could then be analyzed individually to
indicate how uniform the dynamics are. Since these photovoltaic films
only need weak excitation fluences to observe significant changes in the
emission as the material is dominated by free charge carriers, it should
be possible to use LEDs to excite the samples, as discussed above. To
apply the double-pulse technique on a larger area, some work needs to
be done to develop arrays of synchronously firing LEDs to provide rea-
sonably uniform illumination over the whole sample area (this is likely
best achieved as an interweaving of two separate LED arrays with a
time delay between them). The possible advantages of this technology
in terms of cost, speed, and robust implementation of carrier-dynamic
measurements, and the potential to image these, make this an attractive
method to further test and develop.

In terms of practical application, the time required to make these mea-
surements is an important aspect for their potential use in-line. In the
work presented in this chapter, each measurement consists of 120 mea-
sured delay points with each point being exposed to the laser pulse trains
for 0.8 s with a background correction of an additional 0.8 s, leading to
a total measurement time of slightly over three minutes for the complete
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measurement of the relative PLQY as a function of the delay time at a
single excitation fluence. The relative PLQY is measured by observing
changes in the emission so the PLQY itself does not need to be measured
and no integrating sphere is required for this method. Since the relative
PLQY curves are unique, a single measurement at a single fluence is
enough to estimate the recombination parameters. It should be noted
that as a rule of thumb, this fluence should be chosen either through
prior knowledge of similar systems or by some initial trial and error,
such that the monomolecular and bimolecular decay rates are equal at
the excited-state density reached when there is no delay between the
pulses. The presented double-pulse technique is thereby favorable in
terms of measurement time of a single fluence compared to more tra-
ditional methods involving time-resolved detection of the PL. The time
required for the measurements can be further improved by investigating
faster repetition rates and shorter integration times on the camera, and/or
taking fewer data points, and fitting a more sparsely populated curve. In
comparison with TRPL techniques that give full time resolution of the
excited-state evolution, the more limited information obtained from this
time-integrated double-pulse method will never provide as nuanced in-
formation on the excited-state dynamics. The method presented is not
sufficient to check advanced models in detail that take time dependen-
cies into account and laboratory techniques such as Streak Camera mea-
surements or TCSPC can thereby not be replaced and remain favorable
in this case. However, for a rough estimate of the excited-state dynam-
ics with a robust and low-cost system, which is desirable for example
in scalable quality control of perovskite photovoltaic layers, distinct ad-
vantages and opportunities for further development of the double pulse
method are possible.
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6.5 Summary

In this chapter, a characterization method is considered to extract the
rate constants from the TIPL of different perovskite materials based on
the excitation with two laser pulses with a variable temporal delay and
the measurement of the relative PLQY changes. The relative PLQY is
found to be higher for free carrier dominated PL emission and to de-
crease with a temporal delay while the relative PLQY for exciton dom-
inated PL emission is found to be lower and to increase with increasing
temporal delay. The TIPL of quasi-2D perovskites based on the BA and
NMA spacer molecules at different concentrations is analyzed to show
the different relative PLQY-curves depending on the dominance of exci-
tons, free charge carriers, or a mixture of the two. The extracted param-
eters are similar to the ones determined in the previous chapter based on
TRPL measurements of the same type of perovskites. Furthermore, the
significance of this method for the characterization of photovoltaic ma-
terials by considering an unpassivated and a passivated 3D perovskite is
demonstrated. To conclude, the simple rate constants of several types
of perovskites can be extracted with the double pulse method, which
suggests that this technique is attractive for developing “in-line” basic
characterization of excited-state lifetimes, especially in perovskite solar
cell layers.
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Conclusions

The main purpose of this thesis is to present some insight into the ex-
cited states of 2D and quasi-2D perovskites by investigating the pho-
toluminescence (PL) after the excitation with a laser. For the analysis,
some fundamental background on the characteristics of excited states
is provided with some simple simulations explaining the observed be-
havior. Furthermore, a new model is introduced to explain the complex
proceedings in quasi-2D perovskites. This model is then applied within
a measurement technique potentially well suited for fabrication lines or
research fields where expensive equipment is not easily accessible. The
results from this work give a good indication of which materials best
complement which application and how to extract various parameters
from the PL emission.

In Chapter 4 two different phases of widely used 2D perovskites are
examined at different temperatures spanning from 5 K up to room tem-
perature. The Ruddlesden-Popper phase of the (PEA)2PbI4 perovskite
and the Dion-Jacobson phase of the (PDMA)PbI4 start to show multi-
ple peaks in the emission spectra as the temperature is decreased. In
these materials, excitons make up almost all excited states with the ob-
servations being understood in a framework in which an equilibrium is
formed between free excitons and bound excitons (excitons bound to
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trap sites). At temperatures above 140 K, the bound excitons can over-
come the binding energy and dissociate into free excitons, resulting in
a single emission peak. At lower temperatures, the bound excitons be-
gin to emit themselves. In temperature-dependent measurements, it is
found that free excitons are heavily affected by exciton-exciton annihi-
lation decreasing the emission efficiency while the emission from bound
excitons slightly benefits. This leads to stronger emission from bound
excitons at high excitation fluences in the Ruddlesen-Popper perovskite.
This effect is less pronounced in the Dion-Jacobson perovskite but still
significant. Additionally, PbI2 inclusions in both materials are shown to
emit at low temperatures with the effect being more pronounced in the
Dion-Jacobson phase.

After gaining these insights into the photophysics of purely 2D per-
ovskites and their potential use, Chapter 5 is focused on the more com-
plex systems of quasi-2D perovskites. These materials are made up of
layers of differently sized quantum wells (QW) with the size of these
QWs having a strong influence on the exciton binding energy as well
as on the band gap energy. A model is introduced explaining the curi-
ous time-dependence of the PL emission, whereby excited states funnel
towards the lowest energy bandgap QW they can reach and then recom-
bine. Depending on the concentration and type of the spacer molecules
used, the low energy QWs either support excitons or free charge carriers
which is reflected in the emission characteristics. The spacer molecules
used in this work are n-butylamine (BA) and 1-naphthylmethylamine
(NMA) which form the quasi-2D perovskite CsPbBr3(NMA or BABr)y
where y is varied from 0.4 to 1.0. By analyzing the fluence-dependence
of the initial emission, the emission efficiency, and the emission lifetime,
it is found that the NMA-perovskite emission only consists of radiative
free carrier recombination at all examined spacer concentrations while
the BA-perovskite emission at high spacer concentrations is fully made
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up of radiative exciton recombination. In the special case of low spacer
concentrations of BA, the PL can be described by a linear combination
of radiative exciton and free carrier recombination. This can be under-
stood as some emitting QWs supporting excitons while others support
free carriers which can only occur over a certain spacer concentration
range.

Based on these findings in Chapter 6, a characterization technique is
introduced whereby two excitation pulses with a controllable delay be-
tween them are used in combination with a simple USB spectrometer to
extract the rate parameters describing the excited-state dynamics from
the time-integrated emission spectra. Due to the different PL character-
istics of excitons and free carriers, the time-integrated emission either
increases (excitons) or decreases (free carriers) with the delay time. The
measured data curve consisting of the change in the emission (relative
PLQY) dependent on the delay can be fit to extract the rate constants.
Again the spacers NMA and BA are used at different concentrations
to fabricate quasi-2D perovskites illustrating the clear quantitative and
qualitative differences in the relative PLQY curves when only excitons,
only free carriers, or a mixture of both make up the emission. The va-
lidity of the method is further demonstrated with the characterization of
photovoltaic materials by considering an unpassivated and a passivated
3D perovskite. The fast measurement speed and the low cost of this
technique are discussed in the context of potential application fields.

To summarize, novel models are introduced describing the dynamics of
excited states in 2D and quasi-2D perovskites. Concerning this model, it
is discussed how high concentrations of spacer molecules and the choice
of that molecule may lead to strong dominance from excitons which can
be beneficial for applications regarding light-emitting diodes. Low con-
centrations and different spacer molecules may lead to the dominance
of free charge carriers which, as discussed, may lead to great benefits
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in lasing applications. Additionally, an experimental method is intro-
duced to robustly and quickly allow for the assessment of perovskite
materials. This promising tool may help in the future to estimate the
perovskite film quality and to assess the choice of the used molecules
for the regarded application.

Outlook

Perovskites are highly researched nowadays and further research is nec-
essary to advance the understanding and improve on the models pre-
sented in this work. While the fitting and the simulations herein work
well to describe the observations made in this work, they are vastly sim-
plifying the complexity of the materials. An interesting question that
remains unsolved is what the equilibrium between the excited states in-
side an emitting QW might look like. This work only considers purely
excitonic or purely free carrier-based QW, which is a valid simplifica-
tion but not the true behavior. The equilibrium between excitons and
free charge carriers is described by the Saha-equation and is depen-
dent on the temperature. An interesting way to further analyze whether
the assumption of exciton and free carrier QWs is valid is by analyzing
the time-resolved photoluminescence depending on the temperature. At
sufficiently low temperatures excitons should dominate in any QW. This
would also allow for the rough estimation of how strong the exciton
binding energy needs to be so that either excitons or free carriers dom-
inate. Another way to gain more insight is the observation of highly
resolved spectra. As shown in this work the emission wavelength de-
pends on whether a QW is dominated by excitons or by free carriers. As
the emission efficiency depends on the excitation fluence, measurement
of highly resolved spectra depending on the excitation fluence should
allow for similar estimations of the necessary binding energies. Both
of these proposed experiments necessitate, however, the knowledge of
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the excited-state density inside the emitting QWs. To solve this ques-
tion, the observation of excited-state dynamics from a single QW crys-
tal with a known thickness might be necessary. The comparison of the
time-resolved emission from a single non-layered QW with known ab-
sorption with the emission from a layered film might allow for the es-
timation of the density inside the emitting QWs in a layered film. This
would be a remarkable achievement, also creating knowledge about the
funneling process as then the amount of funneled excited states could be
compared with the expected amount resulting from light absorption. If
all these experiments were to be successfully conducted, a complex and
advanced model could be created. The now over 100-year-old Saha-
equation is very likely correct, however, it only applies if no further
states are involved. It is highly unlikely that only two states are enough
to fully describe the photophysics of quasi-2D perovskites. In this work
the Saha-equation was not considered as the observations made could
be described with simplified models. An exact model on the other hand
has to consider the equation. From the observations made in this work,
this is only possible if additional states, i.e. traps, are involved which
requires a more complex and more detailed model solving the differen-
tial equations for each state which may only be possible with advanced
numerical simulations. Furthermore, the time-resolved photolumines-
cence only a few picoseconds after the excitation needs to be well an-
alyzed. Three effects seemingly simultaneously affect the dynamics,
namely: hot carrier cooling, exciton formation (Saha), and energy fun-
neling. All these effects are very fast relative to the photoluminescence
lifetime. These interesting challenges require further work in the fu-
ture. From this, some fundamental knowledge about the photophysics
of these materials could be gained, potentially leading to different ap-
proaches in the material composition and application.
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